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Abstract

Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra g and al, ... , ad'

an algebraic basis of g. Further let Ai denote the generators of left
translations, acting on the Lp-spaces L p(G ; dg) formed with left Haar
measure dg, in the directions ai. We consider second-order operators

d' d'

- L A Cij A j +L(Ci Ai +A cD + Co I
i,j=l i=l

in divergence form corresponding to a quadratic form with complex
coefficients bounded Holder continuous principal coefficients Cij and
lower order coefficients Ci, c~, Co E Loo such that the matrix C = (Cij)

of principal coefficients satisfies the subellipticity condition

uniformly over G.
We discuss the hierarchy relating smoothness properties of the

coefficients of H with smoothness of the kernel and smoothness of
the domain of powers of H on the Lp-spaces. Moreover, we present
Gaussian type bounds for the kernel and its derivatives.

Similar theorems are proved for operators

d' d'

- L Cij Ai A j +L Ci A + Co I
i,j=l i=l

in nondivergence form for which the principal coefficients are at least
once differentiable.
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1 Introduction

Our purpose is to derive regularity properties of second-order operators with complex
valued variable coefficients acting on the Lp-spaces over a d-dimensional connected Lie
group G. In an earlier paper [EIR6] we examined subelliptic operators and established that
uniform continuity of the principal coefficients ensured that the corresponding semigroup
kernel satisfied Gaussian bounds and a Holder continuity property. In the current work we
analyze the nexus between smoothness of the coefficients and the kernel.

We principally consider operators in divergence form,

d' d

H = - E Ai Cij Aj +E(Ci Ai + Ai cD + Co I ,
iJ=l i=l

(1)

with complex coefficients Cij, Ci, c~, Co E L oo . The A denote the generators, Ai = dL(ai),
of left translations L on the Lp-spaces in the directions ai of the Lie algebra 9 of G where
aI, ... ,ad' is an algebraic basis of g. We assume the real part of the matrix C = (Cij) of
principal coefficients is strictly positive-definite, i.e.,

(2)

in the sense of d' x d'-matrices, uniformly over G. The least upper bound, /la, of the lower
bound /l is called the ellipticity constant and we set IIClloo = SUPgEG IIC(g)11 with IIC(g)1I
the 12-norm of the matrix C(g) = (Cij(g)). (Here and in the sequel we use the notation of
[Rob], [EIR2] and [EIR6].) Most of our results are restricted to strongly elliptic operators,
i.e., operators for which at, ,ad' is a vector space basis of g, or to subelliptic operators
on stratified groups with aI, ,ad' a basis of the generating subspace of the stratification
of g.

The operator H, formally given by (1), is first defined on L 2 = L2 (Gjdg), where dg
denotes left invariant Haar measure dg, as the sectorial operator associated with the form

d' d'

'P 1-+ h( 'P) = E (Ai'P, cijAj'P) +E ((Ci'P, Ai'P) - (Ai'P, c~'P)) + ('P, cO'P) (3)
i,j=l i=l

with domain D(h) = L~jl = nt~l D(A). Then h is closed and H is a maximal accretive
operator which generates a strongly continuous, holomorphic, semigroup S on L2 (see, for
example, [Kat2], Chapter VI). Although the semigroup S extends to the Lp-spaces with p

close to 2 by perturbation theory (see [AMT], Section 3.1, [EIR7]) it does not necessarily
extend to the spaces with p close to 1 or p very large (see [ACT]). There is no problem
if the principal coefficients are real-valued, see [ElR8] but difficulties occur for complex
operators. If, however, the principal coefficients Cij are right uniformly continuous then S
extends to a holomorphic semigroup on all the spaces Lp(G j dg), p E [1,00]. The extension
is strongly continuous if p E [1,00) and weakly* continuous if p = 00 (see [AMT], [Aus]
and [EIR6]). Moreover, Hand S act on the spaces Lp = Lp(G j dg) formed with respect to
right Haar measure dg.

It follows from the results of [EIR6] that if Re Co is sufficiently large then the semigroup
S is uniformly bounded on the Lp-, or Lp-, spaces with the bound uniform in p. Then
the fractional powers of H are defined and one of our aims is to identify conditions on the
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coefficients of H which ensure that the domain of (I + H)n/2 on Lp , or Lp, 1 < p < 00,

coincides with Lp;n, or Lp;n, the subspace of Cn-elements with respect to left translations.
As S is holomorphic this would automatically imply that it maps into the Cn-subspaces and
this in turn would almost imply differentiability of the semigroup kernel ]{ associated with
S. Conversely, differentiability and smoothness properties of the kernel can be exploited
to obtain information about the domain of the generator H and its fractional powers.

The kernel is initially defined as a distribution ]{t such that

for all 'P,,,p E C;:O( G) and t > O. But right uniform continuity of the principal coefficients
Cij is sufficient to guarantee that ]{t is Holder continuous and satisfies Gaussian bounds
[Aus] [EIR6]. Additional smoothness of the coefficients will be shown to imply further
smoothness of the kernel.

Before we state the main theorems we introduce a multi-index notation and some spaces
of more or less smooth functions. If n E No we set

n 00

In(d') = EB{l, ... ,d'}k and J(d') = U In(d')
k=O n=O

Then Ae> = Al ... A in for a = (il,"" in) and n = lal. It will be clear from the context
on which space the Ae> act. If lal = 0 then we set Ae> = I. Further we set L~;n =
ne>EJn(d') D(Ae» in Lp with norm 11'P11~;n = maxe>EJn(d') IIAe>llp. For the Lp-spaces we use the

. L'notatIOn Pin' etc..
Next let d'( . ; . ) be the right invariant distance canonically associated with the alge

braic basis al, . .. ,ad' (see, for example, [Rob], Sections IV.2 and IV.4c). This distance is
characterized by

d'

d'(g; h) = sup{ l"p(g) - "p(h)1 : "p E C';(G) , L I(Ai"p)1 2
~ I}

i=l

where the "p are real-valued ([Rob], Lemma IV.2.3, or [EIR4], Lemma 4.2). Other param
eters which enter the estimates are the subelliptic modulus 9 I---t Igl' = d'(g; e) where e
denotes the identity of G and the local dimension D', i.e., the integer for which the left
Haar measure IB'(g ; I) I of the ball B'(g ; I) = {h E G : d' (g ; h) < I} satisfies bounds
c- l

,
D' ~ 1B'(e ; I) I ~ C , D' for some C > 0 and all small I. If the algebraic basis at, ... , ad'

is completed to a vector space basis at, ... ,ad of fI then the associated distance and mod
ulus are denoted by d( '; . ) and I. I, respectively, and the corresponding balls by B(g; I).
Note that D' = d if all ... ,ad is a vector space basis. In general we omit the prime in the
notation for quantities with respect to a vector space basis al, ... , ad.

For v E (0,1) define the (subelliptic) Holder space CI/'(G) of continuous functions over
G for which

is finite. If n E N and v E (0,1) then we define
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Note that L~;n+l(G) C Cn+I/'(G) for all n E No and v E (0,1).
The differentiability properties of the kernel, (g, h) 1---+ J{t(g; h), involve derivatives with

respect to both variables. Left derivatives with respect to the first variable will be denoted
by AJ{t and left derivatives with respect to the second by BJ{t. Multiple derivatives
AaJ{t, B{3J{t etc. are expressed with the aid of multi-indices.

Our first main result establishes smoothness of the kernel as a consequence of smooth
ness of the coefficients.

Theorem 1.1 Let H be a subelliptic second-order operator in divergence form (1). Suppose

either H is strongly elliptic

or G is stratified and aI, ... ,ad' is a basis for £11
in the stratification (£lm)mE{I, ...,r} of £I.

Ifcij E CI/'(G) for some v E (0,1) and Ci,C~,CO E Loo then J{t is once left differentiable
in the first variable and the derivatives are once left differentiable in the second variable.
Moreover! for all 0:, f3 E J1(d') and K > 0 there exist a, b > 0 and w ~ 0 such that

I(AaB{3J{t)(g; h)1 ~ a r(D'+lal+!{31)/2ewte-b(lgh-ll,)2t-l

for g, h E G and t > 0 and

I(AaB{3J{t)(k-1g; l- l h) - (A a B{3J{t)(g; h)1

< a r(D+la l+I{3I)/2ewt ( Ikl' + Ill' ) 1/ e-b(lgh-1I')2t-l
- t1/ 2 + Igh- 1 l'

for all g, h, k, lEG and t > 0 with Ikl' + Ill' ~ K t1
/
2+2-1 Igh- 1 I'.

Remark 1.2 Since the operators are complex coefficients there is Oe > 0 such that ei
¢ H

is also subelliptic for <p E (-Oe, Oe). The estimates of Theorem 1.1 are then valid for
ei¢H instead of H. Moreover, for all 0 E (O,Oe) the constants in the kernel estimates are
uniform for <p E (-0,0). Therefore one has estimates for the kernel J{z similar to those of
Theorem 1.1, if one replaces t in the right hand sides by Izl, uniformly for all z E C\{O}
with Iarg zl < O. All subsequent kernel estimates can be extended to complex time by this
complex rotation.

This theorem demonstrates that Holder continuity of the coefficients leads to differen
tiability of the kernel; there is a gain of one derivative simultaneously in each variable.
This differentiability can be used to obtain links between the domain of powers of Hand
the Cn-subspaces. The basic result of this nature is a Kato-type theorem characterizing
the domain of the square root.

Theorem 1.3 Let H be a subelliptic second-order operator in divergence form (1). Suppose

either H is strongly elliptic

or G is stratified and aI, ... ,ad' is a basis for £11
in the stratification (£lm)mE{I, ...,r} of £I.

If Cij, Ci, ci E CI/' for some v E (0,1) and Co E Loo then D(()"I +H)I/2) = L~;1 for all large
).. > 0 and P E (1,00).

3



or

either

If p = 2 then the strongly elliptic version of this result can be deduced from McIntosh's
analysis of the Kato problem [McI]. McIntosh's L 2-result has been extended to the case
Cij E CI/' and Ci, <, Co E L oo in [EIR5].

In order to obtain information about the domain of H itself one needs more smoothness
but one important input is a resolvent bound which only requires Holder continuity of the
principal coefficients. The following result is readily derived on L 2 and can be subsequently
extended to the Lp-spaces with p E (1,00) by singular integration techniques based on the
above kernel bounds.

Theorem 1.4 Let H be a subelliptic second-order operator in divergence form (1). Suppose

H is strongly elliptic

G is stratified and aI, ... ,ad' is a basis for 91

in the stratification (9m )mE{1 ,... ,T } of 9·

If Cij E CI/'(G) for some v E (0,1) and Ci, c~, Co E L oo then Ai(I +Ht1
A j extends to a

bounded operator on Lp , or Lp, for all i,j E {I, ... , d'} and p E (1,00).

In order to convert the estimates of this theorem into information on the domain of H
one needs to be able to commute the derivatives Aj to the left and this requires differen
tiability of the coefficients Cij and <. If, however, these coefficients are differentiable then
H can be written in non-divergence form,

d d

H = - L Cij AiAj +L Ci A + Co I
i,j=1 i=1

(4)

Not only is the domain result best described for operators of this form but the smoothness
properties of the kernel can also be partially improved. Unfortunately, we can only prove
the next results for strongly elliptic operators.

Theorem 1.5 Let H be a second-order strongly elliptic operator in non-divergence form

(4) with coefficients Cij E L oo ;1 and Ci, Co E L oo •

I. If Cij, Ci, Co E Loo;n with n E N then ]{t is (n + 1) -times left differentiable in the
first variable and these derivatives are (n - 1)-times left differentiable in the second
variable. Moreover, for each v E (0,1) and K > 0 there exist a, b > 0 and w ~ 0 such
that

and

I(AaBiJ]{t)(k-1g;1-lh) - (AaBiJ]{t)(9ih)1

< a rd/2r(lal+liJl)/2ewt ( Ikl + III ) 1/ e-blgh-112t-l
- t1/ 2 + Igh-1

1

uniformly for all a E JnH(d), f3 E I n- 1 (d), t > 0, g, h E G and k,l E G such that

Ikl + III :S Kt
1

/
2 +2-1 \gh-1 1·
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II. If Cij, Ci, Co E Looin (G) with n E Nand Re Co large enough then

D(Hm
/

2
) = Lpim

for all p E (1, (0) and m E {I, ... , n +2}.

III. If Cij, Ci, Co E cn+1/ (G) with n E Nand 0 < , < 1/ < 1 then the kernel /{t is
(n + 2)-times differentiable in the first variable, the derivatives with respect to the
first variable are n-times differentiable with respect to the second, the derivatives are
continuous,

and

I(Aa B,B/{t)(k- 1g; r 1 h) - (A a B,B/{t)(g ; h) I

< a r d/ 2r(l a l+I,BI)/2ewt ( Ikl + III )1/e-blgh-112t-l
- t1/ 2 +Igh-11

uniformly for all a E I n+2(d), (3 E In(d), t > 0, g, h E G and k, lEG such that
Ikl + III ::; Id1/2+2-1Igh-11·

In particular it follows that one has Gaussian estimates for all derivatives of the kernel
if all the coefficients belong to CbiOO ( G). In the situation of m-th order strongly elliptic
operators on manifolds with bounded geometry this was proved by Kordyukov [Kor] using
pseudo-differential operators.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Spaces and embeddings

For the convenience of the reader we first collect some definitions and inequalities which
will be useful throughout the paper.

Define the norm II . II~: L1,loc -t [0,00] by 11<p11~ = 11~1/2<plloo and for each 1/ E (0,1)
define III . 111c~ ': C(G) -t [0,00] by

11I<plllc~' = sup (lgl')-I/II~1/2(I - L(g))'Plioo .
e#gEB'(l)

Then introduce the corresponding Banach spaces L~ = {<p E L1,loc : 11<p11~ < oo} and
CX' = {<p E C(G) : 11I<plllc~' < oo}.

One has the following continuity properties of multiplication operators.

Lemma 2.1 Let 1/ E (0,1).

1. If <p,,,p E CI/' n Loo then <p"p E CI/' and

II. If <p E CI/' n Loo and"p E CX' n L~ then <p"p E CX' and

5



Proof For all 9 E G one has

(1 - L(g))(ep7/J) = 7/J. (1 - L(g))ep + (L(g)ep)· (1 - L(g))7/J ,

from which the statements follow.

(5)

D

For a continuous function ep define the right modulus of continuity, w~ (ep ; . ): (0,00) -+

[0,00], by
w;(ep; R) = sup{ll(1 - L(h)eplloo : hE B'(R)} ,

B'(e ; R). The function ep is called right uniformly continuous if
= O. In particular, each element of ev , with v > 0 is right uniformly

where B'(R)
limR->o w~ (ep ;R)
continuous.

If ep E L'ex,'l then,

11(1 - L(g))eplloo :::; d'lgl' max IIAiepiioo
iE{l,ooo,d'}

(6)

for all 9 E G and R > O. So L'ex,ol C ev ,.,

Recall the Sobolev spaces L~;n' n E No, are defined by L~;n = naEJn(d') D(AClI) with
norms

But for p E (1, (0) one has
(7)

where HL = - I:f~l A; is the sublaplacian associated with the algebraic basis at, . .. ,ad',

and II· 11~;n is equivalent to the norm ep f-+ 11(1 +HL)n/Zepllp (see [BER] and the appendix).
Next, for '1 E R\No and p E (1, (0) we define L~;-y as the completion of Lp with respect
to the norm ep f-+ 11(1 + HL)'Y/zepll p (see also [ElR2], Section 3.) It then follows from the
identity (7) that the L~;'Y form a scale of complex interpolation spaces. Note also that for
n E No the space L~;_n can be identified with the dual of L~';n where l/p* + l/p = 1.

The scale of spaces L'p;-y, '1 E R, can be defined in a similar manner relative to the
spaces Lp based on right Haar measure.

We adopt some conventions on the extension of operators. If X is a bounded operator
on Lz such that X(Lz n Lp) ~ Lz n Lp and IIXepllp :::; Cp Ilepllp for some Cp > 0 and all
ep E Lz n Lp then X is norm densely-defined on Lp and norm closable if p E [1, (0). Hence
X extends by closure to a bounded operator on L p • In this situation we abbreviate the
description by saying that X is bounded on Lp • More generally, if X is a densely-defined,
closable, operator from the Banach space X to the Banach space Y with bounded closure
we say X is a bounded operator from X to Y and denote its norm by IIXllx->y. If X is a
bounded operator from Lp to L q we also use IIXllp->q to denote the norm.

Next we note some simple criteria for an operator to be bounded between the Sobolev
spaces.

Lemma 2.2 Let p E (1, (0) and n, m E No. If X is a bounded operator on L p then the

following conditions are equivalent:

I. X is bounded from L~;_n to L~;m'

6



II. X* is bounded from L~*;_m to L~*;n, where l/p* + l/p = 1.

III. (I + HL )m/2X(I +HL )n/2 is bounded on Lp.

IV. AaXA.6 is bounded on Lp for all a E Jm(d') and (3 E In(d').

Proof The equivalence of I and II is by duality and the equivalence with III follows from
[BER]. But then II is equivalent to boundedness of (I +HL)m/2 X*(I +HLt/2 on Lp* and
by [BER] this is equivalent to boundedness of the operators A.6X*(I + HLt/2, (3 E I n(d'),
on Lp* or boundedness of (I +HL)n/2 X A.6, (3 E I n(d'), on Lp. But this in turn is equivalent
to IV. 0

Note that if X is bounded from L~;_n to L~;m the crossnorm of X between the spaces
can be chosen as

This is a direct consequence of the above arguments.

Each 'l/J E LX! is identified as a multiplication operator on Lp, L~i'Y or Lp, etc. and we
next show that multiplication with a CV' n L oo function, v E (0,1), is a bounded operator
on L~;'Y for all, E (O,v) and p E (1,00).

Proposition 2.3 Let v E (0,1).

I. If, E (0, v) and p E (1,00) then 'l/J<p E L~i'Y for all 'l/J E CV' n Loo and <p E L~;'Y.

Moreover, for all, E (0, v) and p E (1,00) there exists a c > °such that

uniformly for all <p E L~i'Y and 'l/J E CV, n L oo •

II. For all n E N, , E (0, v) and p E (1,00) there exists a c > °such that

uniformly for all <p E L~;n+'Y and 'l/J E cn+v,.

III. There exists Ao > °such that for all, E (0, v) there is a c > °such that

uniformly for A ~ Ao, p E (1,00), 'l/J E CV, n Loo and <p E L~i'Y.

IV. If d' = d then there exists Ao > 0 such that for all p E (1,00), , E (0, v) and A ~ AO
there is a c > °such that

II[(AI +HL ) (I+'Y)/2, 'l/J] <p lip :::; c ( sup IIIAi'l/Jlllcv + 111'l/Jlllcv + II 'l/J II 00) 11<pllp;l
iE{l, ...,d)

uniformly for all <p E Lp;l+'Y and'l/J E CI+v.

Similar statements are valid on the Lp-spaces.
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Proof We first prove a weaker version of Statement III, since we only know that a
multiplication operator is bounded on Lp . Let Sand K be the semigroup generated by
HL and its kernel. There exist a, b, w > 0 such that IKt(g) 1:::; a t-D' /2 e-b(lgl')2t-1 ewt for all
t > 0 and 9 E G. Set Cry = Jooo dt t-1-"Y/2 (1 - et). Then for all ..\ > 0 and ep E L~;l one has

(..\1 + HLP/2ep = c-1 foo dt r 1-"Y/2 (1 - e-AtSt)ep
"Y Jo

So if "1 E L~;"Y then

((1 + HLP/2"1,'t/Jep) - ("1,'t/J(1 + HLP/2ep)

= _c.:;l laoo
dtr1-"Y/2("1, [e-AtSt, 't/J]ep)

= C':;l laoo

dt r 1-"Y/2 fa dg Kt(g) e- At ("1, [I - L(g), 't/J]ep)

= c.:;l laoo

dtr1-"Y/2 fa dg Kt(g) e-At ("1, (1 - L(g))'t/J· L(g)ep) , (8)

where we used (5). Since't/J E Cl/' n L oo one has 11(1 - L(g))'t/Jlloo :::; c1/J(lg/'Y for all 9 E G,
where C1/; = 111't/Jlllc'" + 211't/J1100. Then

1((1 + HL)"Y/2"1 , 't/Jep) - ("1, 't/J(1 + HL)"Y/2ep )I

:::; a c,;; C.:;l laoo
dt rl+(l/-"Y)/2 fa dg r D '/2 e-b(lgl,)2 t-l e-(A-W)t ((lgl')2r1r/21Iepllpll"1llq

:::; a' C1/;100
dt rl+(l/-"Y)/2 fa dg r D '/2 e-b'(lgl')2t-l e-(A-W)t Ilepllpll"1llq

:::; a" C1/;100
dt rl+(l/-"Y)/2 e-(A-W')t Ilepllpll"1llq

:::; a'" C1/J (..\ - w,)-(l/-"Y)/21Iepllpll"1llq

for some constants a', a", a"', b', w' > 0, independent of ..\, 't/J, ep, "1 and p uniformly for all
..\ 2: 2w'. Since L~;l' and L~;l' is a core for (1 + HL)"Y/2 it follows that

1((1 + HLP/2"1, 't/Jep) - ("1, 't/J(1 + HL)"Y/ 2ep )I :::; a'" C1/; (..\ - w,)-(l/-"Y)/21Iepllpll"1llq (9)

for all ep E D((1 + HLP/2) = L~;"Y and "1 E D((1 +HLP/ 2
) = L~;"Y'

Next, for all ep E L~;"Y and ..\ = ..\0 one has

1((1 + HLP/2"1,'t/Jep)l:::; c(III't/Jlllc'" + 11't/J1100) Ilepllpll"1llq + 11't/J1100 II (..\1 +HL P/2epllpll"1llq

:::; c' (111't/Jlllc'" + 11't/J1100) 11(..\1 +HL P/2epllpll"1llq

for all "1 E D((I +HL)"Y/2) = L~;"Y' Therefore 't/Jep E D(((1 +HL)"Y/2)*) = L~;"Y Statement I

follows since the norms ep 1---+ 11(..\1 +HL)"Y/2ep ll p and II'II~;')' are equivalent (see [Rob] Lemma
11.3.2). Then Statement III is a consequence of (9) and a density argument.

For the proof of Statement II, let ep E L~;n+')' and 't/J E cn+l/'. Then for all Ot E Jn(d')
the function A cx ('t/Jep) can be written as a finite linear combination of terms of the form
(ACX1 ep ) (Acx2't/J) with Otl,0t2 E In(d'), by the Leibniz rule. But Acx1 ep E L~')' and Acx2't/J E Cl/'
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and hence (AO!l cp) (A0!21/J) E L~;-y by Statement I. So AO! ( 1/Jcp) E L~i'Y and 1/Jcp E L~in+'Y' The
bounds follow from the proof.

Finally we prove Statement IV. Set 7 = 2-1(1 +1'). Then

II [(AI + Hd(1+'Y)/2, 1/J]cpllp

S; II(AI +HLyr/2[(A] +HLyr/2, 1/J] cp lip + 11[(>.1 +HLyr/2, 1/J](A] +HLyr/2cpllp

s; II [(AI + Hd r
/
2,1/J]cpllpi1 +C (1111/Jlllcv1 + 111/J1100) II(AI +Hd r

/
2cpllp

s; II[(AI + HLyr/2,1/J]cpllpi1 + c(III1/Jlllcv1 + 111/J1100) Ilcpllp;l

where we have used Statement III. For an estimate on the first term we argue as in

(8), with I' replaced by 7. Now 11(1 - L(g))1/J· L(g)cpllp;l S; 211U - L(g))1/J1100;11IL(g)cpllpi1'
But CHI' = (Loo , Looi1)v,ooiKi1 = (Looi1, Looi2 )v,ooiK by [EIRl], Theorem 2.1. Therefore

IIU - L(g))1/Jllooi1 S; cc~ IglVew lgl for all 9 E G, where c~ = SUpiE{l,...,d} IIIA1/Jlllcv +
III?/Jlllcv + II?/Jlloo. Moreover, IIL(g)cpllpi1 S; c' ewllglllcpllpil' SO IIU - L(g))?/J . L(g)cpllpi1 S;
C c' c~ Iglve(w+w')lgl and one can continue to argue as in the final part of the proof of State
ment III. IJ

2.2 De Giorgi estimates

The aim of this subsection is to prove the De Giorgi estimates involving derivatives which
are crucial for the regularity theorem in the next section. Proposition 2.6 establishes a

De Giorgi inequality for operators with CV-coefficients but the basic difficulty is to prove
the inequality for operators with constant coefficients. For these estimates we need the
following space

H~;l (B' (g ;r)) = {cp E L2(B' (g ;r)) : AiCP E L2(B' (g ;r)) for all i E {I, ... , d'n ,

where 9 E G, r > 0 and AiCP denotes the distributional derivative in V'(B'(g; r)). These

spaces are equipped with the norms cp I---t (IIcpll~,g,r+ 1I'\7'cpll~,g,r)1/2 where

and
f d' 1/2

IIV'cpll2,g,r = (JBI(g;r) dh (; I(Aicp)(hW)

For cp E L1,loc we denote by (cp) g,r the average of cp over B'(g ;r). If 9 = e we drop the e in

the notation. So B'(r) = B'(e; r), IIV'cplkr = IIV'cplke,r etc..
The proofs of the De Giorgi estimates for strongly elliptic operators and for subelliptic

operators on stratified groups are quite distinct.

2.2.1 Strongly elliptic operators with constant coefficients

The exponent d + 2 in the term (r / R)d+2 in the next lemma is slightly better than we
need for the regularity theorem in the next section. In fact, we only need (r / R)d+2V for all

v E (0,1), as in Section 3 of [EIR6]. On the other hand, we now have an additional error
term.

9



Lemma 2.4 Let H = - Lf,j=l Cij AiAj be a pure second-order strongly elliptic operator
with constant coefficients. Then there exist CDa, c'va > 0 such that for all R E (0,1], all
9 E G and all cp E H2;1(B(g; R)) satisfying Hcp = 0 weakly on B(g; R) one has

+c'vaR2 r IVcpl2
JB(g;R)

for all 0 < r ~ R. Moreover) the constants CDa and c'va depend on the coefficients of H
only through flc and IIClloo'

Proof Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3.4 in [ElR6] it suffices to consider 9 = e.

Let II . II be the Euclidean norm on fI with respect to the basis al, ... ,ad. For all s > 0
set B(s) = {a E fI : lIall < s}. There exist Ro E (0,1], c> 1 and a real analytic function
(J': B(Ro) -+ [c-1 , c] such that exp is a diffeomorphism from B(2Ro) onto exp B(2Ro),

c-111all ~ Iexp al ~ clIall

for all a E fI with lIall ~ Ro,

~ da(J'(a)cp(exp(a)) = rdgcp(g)
JB(Ro) Ja

for all cp E C;:,(expB(Ro)) and (J'(O) = 1. Then Be-Is ~ expB(s) ~ Bes for all s E

(0, c-1Ro]. Let Di be the closed operator on L 2 (f1) of left differentiation in the i-th direction.
So

d
(Di'l/J)(a) = dt 'l/J(a - tai)lt=o .

Define the operator Ai on B(Ro) by Ai(cp 0 exp) = (Acp) 0 expo Then there exist real
- - danalytic functions bij on B(2Ro) such that Di = A + Lj=l bij Dj and bij(O) = O.

We compare the operator H on G with the operator H = - L Cij Di Dj on the commu
tative group fl. By [Cia1], Theorem III.2.1, applied to Dk'l/J, there exists a constant CDa > 0,
depending on the coefficients only through flc and IIClloo, such that for all R E (0,1] and
all'l/J E H2;1(B(R)) satisfying H'l/J = 0 weakly on B(R) one has

for all 0 < r ~ R, where (CP)i3(r) denotes the average over the ball B(r).
Now let R E (0, Ro], cp E H2;1(B(R)) and suppose that Hcp = 0 weakly on B(R). Set

R1 = c-1R. Define <p E H2;1(B(R1)) by <p = cp 0 exp and let TJ E H2;1(B(R1)) be such that

Then, since 1 1---+ fB(r) I'l/J - 112 attains its minimum at 1 = ('l/J)n one has
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:::; 2 f~ IDk17 - (Dk17)B(rl + 2 f_ IDkXI 2
lB(r) lB(r)

:::; 2CDG (r/RI )d+2 ( IDk17 - (Dk17) B(R )1 2 +2 f_ IDkXI 2
lB(R1) 1 lB(R1)

2CDG (r/RI )d+2 f_ IDk17 - (Dkr{;)B(R )1 2 +2 f_ IDkXI 2
lB(R1) 1 lB(R1)

4CDG (r / Rt}d+2 f~ IDkr{; - (Dkr{;) B(R ) 1
2 + (2 +4CDG) f_ IDkXI 2 (10)

lB(R1) 1 lB(R1)

for all 0 < r:::; R I and koE {1, ... ,d}.
Next introduce XE H2;I(B(R)) such that X = X0 expo Then

o= (X, Hr.p) = L 1Cij Ax Ajr.p = L!r 0" Cij itx Ajr{;
i,j G i,j B(Rl)

Therefore

Since the functions 0" and bij are real analytic, 0"(0) = 1 and bij(O) = 0 one easily estimates
that

for some c' > 0 which depends only on G and the basis at, . .. , ad. Hence

So

L f_ IDkr{; - (Dkr{;)B(r)1 2 :::; 4CDG(r/RI )d+2 f~ IDkr{; - (Dkr{;)B(R1l
k lB(r) lB(R1)

+ (2 +4CDG)(C'd211CllooJLcl)2R2 f IVr.p\2
lB(R)

for all 0 < r :S RI . Again using the real analytic functions 0" and bij one deduces as above
that there exist a c" > 0, depending only on G and the basis at, ... , ad, such that

f_ IDkr{; - (Dkr{;)B(rl:::; ( IDkr{; - (Akr.p)crI 2
lB(r) lB(r)

:S 2 f_ lihr{; - (Akr.p)cr 12 + 2 f_ IL bkj Dj r{;1
2

lB(r) lB(r) j

:::; 2c f IAkr.p - (Akr.p)crI 2+ c"r2 f IVr.p12
~(cr) lB(cr)

and
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for all r E (0, R1 ]. Combining these estimates it follows that

for some cVG > 0, uniformly for all °< r :::; c-1Rand R :::; Ro. One can now extend
the estimates to the range °< r :::; R :::; 1 by the argument at the end of the proof of
Proposition 3.4 in [ElR6]. D

2.2.2 Subelliptic operators on stratified groups with constant coefficients

Let G be a (connected, simply connected) stratified Lie group and al, . .. ,ad' a basis for
91 in the stratification (9n)nE{1, ...,r} of 9.

Lemma 2.5 Let H = - Ef,~=l Cij AiAj be a pure second-order subelliptic operator with
constant coefficients. Then for all v E (0,1) there exists a CDG > °such that for all
R E (O,lL 9 E G and rp E Hb(B'(gjR)) satisfying Hrp = °weakly on B'(gjR) one has

for all °< r :::; R. Moreover, CDG depends on the coefficients of H only through flo and

IIClloo.

Proof Again it suffices to consider 9 = e. Since G is nilpotent, connected and simply
connected it follows that the exponential map is an analytic diffeomorphism from 9 onto G.
Extend the algebraic basis ai, ... ,ad' to a basis ai, ... , ad for 9 such that ai E 9n for some
n, for all i E {1, ... , d}. For all i E {1, ... , d'} define Xi: G ---+ R by xi(E1=1 ej aj) = ei for
all eE Rd. Then Xi is a COO-function and AjXi = -8ij for all i,j E {1, ... , d'}, since 9 is
stratified. Hence AkAjXi = °for all i,j, k E {1, ... , d'}.

Now the proof of this lemma is a modification of the proof of Proposition 3.3 in [ElR6].
We use the notation of [ElR6]. In particular, let Ro E (0,1], a E (0,1) and let the cut-off
functions TJR be as in Lemm~ 2.3 in [ElR6].

Let R E (0, Ro], rp E H~'l (B'(R)) and assume Hrp = °weakly on B'(R). For all
i E {1, ... , d'} set bi = (Airp)~, 1/J = rp + 'Lf=l bi Xi and T = 1/J - (1/J)R. Then (T)R = 0,
AT = Airp - bi and hence (AiT)R = °for all i E {1, ... , d'}. Moreover, HT = Hrp = 0,
since the second-order derivatives of the Xi vanish. Hence it follows as in the proof of
Proposition 3.3 in [ElR6], with rp replaced by AkT, that for all r :::; a R one has

12



But

where we have set c = R and used inequality (20) of [ElR6]. Next,

by Lemma 3.loII of [ElR6], where we used Hr = 0 weakly on B'(R) and (r)R = O.
Combining these estimates one deduces that

for all 0 < r :S (j-1 R < R :S Ro and the proof of the lemma is complete.

2.2.3 Operators with variable coefficients

IJ

Finally we derive De Giorgi estimates involving derivatives for operators with CV-coeffi
cients. In the sequel we need various parameters to denote the smoothness of the coefficients
of the subelliptic operator H. Hence we define the CV-seminorm of the matrix C of principal
coefficients by

IIIClllc'" = sup{IIIcijlllc"': i,j E {I, ... ,d'}} ,

the CV-norm of the first-order coefficients by

IIlclllc'" = sup{lllcilllc"': i E {I, ... ,d'}} Illc'lllc'" = sup{lllc~lllc'" : i E {I, ... , d'}}

and the L=-norm of the first-order coefficients by

d' d'

IIcll= = (L Ilcill~ +L Ilc~II~) 1/2

i=l i=l

Note that the definition of Ilclloo involves both the Ci and the ci.

Proposition 2.6 Let v E (0,1) and H = - Et,~=l A Cij A j a pure second-order subelliptic
operator. Suppose

either

or

H is strongly elliptic

G is stratified and aI, ... , ad' is a basis for gl
in the stratification (gm)mE{l,...,r} of g.
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o

X = ep - "I E H~'l(B'(g; R)),

+ C' R2 f IV'T/I2
DG JB'(g;R)

The CDG and c'nG depend only on /-le and IIClloo and are in particular

If Cij E CII'(G) then there exist CDG, c'rJG > 0 such that for all R E (0,1], 9 E G and
ep E H~j1 (B'(g; R)) satisfying Hep = 0 weakly on B'(g; R) one has

~ ~

I: f IAkep - (Akep)g,rI 2 ::; cDG(rjR)D'+21/ I: f IAkep - (Akep)g,RI2
k=l JB'(gjr) k=l JB'(gjR)

+C'nGR211 f IV'epl2
JB'(gjR)

for all 0 < r ::; R, where 1/ = 2-1 (1 +11). Moreover, CDG and c'nG depend on the coefficients

of H only through /-le, IIClloo and IIIClllev"
Proof For 9 E G define the operator H(g) = - L,t,~=1 Ai Cij(g) A j by fixing the coefficients.
By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 it follows that there exist CDG > 0 and c'nG ~ 0 such that for all
R E (0,1], and "I E H~'l(B'(g;R)) satisfying H(g)T/ = 0 weakly on B'(g;R) one has,

~ ~

I: f IAkT/- (AkT/)g,rI 2 ::; cDG(rjR)D'+21/I: r IAkT/- (AkT/)g,RI 2
k=l JB'(gjr) k=l JB'(gjR)

for all 0 < r ::; R.
independent of g.

Let R E (0,1]' 9 E G, ep E Hb(B'(g; R)) and suppose Hep = 0 weakly on B'(g; R).
Then let "I E H~'l (B' (g ;R)) be such that,

H(g)T/ = 0 weakly in B'(g; R)

Arguing as in the proof of inequality (10) one deduces that

d'

I: f IAkep - (A kep)g,rI 2
k=l JB'(gjr)

d'

::; 4cDG(r j R)D'+21/ I: f IAkep - (A kep)g,RI2
k=l JB'(gjR)

+ 2c'nGR2 f IV'T/I2+ (2 + 4CDG) r IV'xl2
JB'(gjR) JB'(g;R)
d'

::; 4cDG(r j R)D'+21/ I: f IAkep - (Akep)g,RI2
k=l JB'(gjR)

+4c'nGR2 f IV'epl2 + (2 +4CDG +4c'nG) f IV'xl2
JB'(gjR) JB'(gjR)

o

Next, since X E Hb(B'(g;R)) and H(g)X = H(g)ep one has as in Proposition 3.5 of [ElR6]

/-le f IV'xl2::; Re(x, (H(g) - Hp)ep)
JB'(gjR)

::; (d')2w~(C;R) ( f IV'xI2)1/2( f IV'epI2)1/2
JB'(gjR) JB'(gjR)

::; IIIClllev,R/( f IV'xI2)1/2( f IV'epI2) 1/2
JB'(gjR) JB'(gjR)
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Hence
r IV'xI2:::; (1IIGlllclI, /lel )2 R 211 r IV'<p12

JB'{gjR) JB'{gjR)

and the proof of the proposition is complete.

3 Operators with C//-coefficients, v < 1

o

In this section we prove that Holder continuity of the coefficients of H ensures the corre
sponding semigroup kernel is differentiable with Holder continuous derivatives. The proof
is an extension of the arguments of [Aus] and [EIR6]. It relies on the De Giorgi esti
mates and uses Morrey and Campanato spaces. For a brief introduction to Morrey and
Campanato spaces on Lie groups we refer to the appendix of [EIR6].

Proposition 3.1 Let // E (0,1) and Hp = - I:t,~=1 A Cij A j a pure second-order subelliptic
operator with GII'-coefficients. Suppose

either

or

H is strongly elliptic

G is stratified and aI, ... , ad' is a basis for gl
in the stratification (gm)mE{I, ... ,r} of g.

Let I E [O,D')) 7] E (0,2//L 8 E (0,2] with 7] :::; ,+8:::; D' + 7]) <p E L~;I) T E M2,-y and
TlJ···, Td' E M 2,-y+c5' Suppose A<p E M2,-y+c5-7J for all i E {I, ... , d'} and

d'

Hp<p = T +2: Am
i=1

weakly. Then Ai<p E M 2,-y+c5 for all i E {I, ... ,d'} and there exists an a > 0 such that

d'

IIV'<pIlM2 ,"Y+ 6 :::; a (€2-oII T IIM2 ,"Y + 2: II TiIlM2 ,"YH + IIV'<pIlM2 ,"YH-'1 + €-(-y+c5) 11<pII~jl)
i=1

uniformly for all € > O. The value of a is independent of <p, T and the Ti, and depends on
// and on H p through /lc, IIGlioo and IIIGIIIcIl,.

Proof Let CDG and c'nG be as in Proposition 2.6 and RD the radius and CD the constant in
the Poincare inequalities for the Dirichlet Laplacian, Proposition 2.2 of [EIR6]. Let 9 E G
and 0 < r :::; R :::; RD. There exists an 7] E H~'I (B' (g ; R)) such that,

Hp 7] = 0 weakly in B'(g; R)

Using Proposition 2.6 it follows as before that

o

X = <p - 7] E H~'I (B' (g ; R) ),

~ ~

2: r, IAk<P - (A k<p)g,rI 2 :::; 2cDG(rjR)D'+2V 2: r, IAk<P - (Ak<P)g,RI 2
k=1 JB (9ir) k=1 JB (gjR)

+ 4c~GR211 r IV'<p12 + (2 + 4CDG + 4c~G) r IV'xI2 . (11)
JB'(9iR) JB'{gjR)
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We estimate the two error terms in (11) separately. Since Aiep E M 2,'Y+5-7) one has

where we used that TJ ~ 211.
The integral of !V"xI 2 in (11) can be estimated as follows. By construction one has

~ ~

(x, HpX) = (x, Hpep) = (X,T) - :2:)AiX,Ti) = (X,T) - 2:)AiX,Ti - (Ti)g,R)
~1 ~1

o

since X E H~'l (B'(g; R)). Hence, by ellipticity and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,,

Therefore

d'1, 1V"xI2 ~ fLc2(c~2R(2-0)/21I T IIMz,'Y +I: IITiIIM2,'Y+6rw+
o

B (gjR) i=l

Combining these estimates one deduces that

~ ~

I:1 IAkep - (A kep)g,rI 2 ~ 4CDG(r/R)D'+2V I:1 IAkep - (A kep)g,RI 2
k=l B'(gjr) k=l B'(gjR)

d'

+b(IIV"epIIM2''Y+6_2V +R(2-0)/2I1 TIIM2,'Y +I: IITiIIMz''Y+6rw+5
i=l

d'

~ 4CDG(r/R)D'+2V I: f !Akep - (Akep)g,RI2
k=l JB'(gjR)

d'

+b(IIV"epIIM2''Y+6_2V + 6
2

-
0 liT IIM2,'Y +I: IhIIM2,'Y+6rW+5

i=l

uniformly for all 6 E (0,1] and 0 < r ~ R ~ R D 1\ 6
2

, where b = 2c~G + fLc2(1 + cD)(2 +
4CDG +4c~d. Since, + 8 < D' + 2iJ one has, by Lemma III.2.1 of [Gia2] (for a precise
statement of the version we need, see Lemma (3.5) of [ElR6]), there exists an a > 0,
depending only on CDG, , +8 and 11, such that

~ ~

I:1 IAkep - (Akep)g,rI 2 ~ a ((r/R)'Y+5 I:1 IAkep - (Akep)g,RI
2

k=l B'(gjr) k=l B'(gjR)
d'

+ b(IIV"eplliJ2''Y+6_ZV + 6
2

-
OIlTIIM2,'Y + L IITiIIM2''Y+6) 2r'Y+5)

t==l
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uniformly for all 9 E G and °< r :S R :S RD 1\ £2. Choosing R = RDc2 it follows that

~ ~

L 1, IAk'P - (Ak'P)g,rj2 :S a (Ri}'Y+2)r-YH L f, IAk'P - (Ak'P)g,RI 2
k=l B (9i r ) k=l JB (9i R )

d'

+b(IIV''PIIM2 ,-Y+O_2" +c2
-

5 1I T IIM2 ,-y +~ IhIlM2 ,-y+o r)r-YH
uniformly for 9 E G and °< r :S RDc2.

Finally, if R D £2 :S r :S 1 then

and combination of the last two inequalities completes the proof. D

Next we consider estimates on the Davies perturbation of the semigroup S generated
by the subelliptic operator H on L 2 •

Let 'IjJ E C;:(G) be a real-valued function and define the family of bounded multiplica
tion operators Up, pER, by Up'P = e-p,p'P. Then SP is the strongly continuous semigroup
on L 2 given by

Sf = UpStU;l

where we suppress the dependence on 'IjJ in the notation. The generator of Sf is denoted
by H p • In [EIR6] we established, by an iterative argument, that SP is bounded from L2 to
ci-eo

, whenever the principal coefficients of the operator are uniformly continuous. Now
we establish that if the coefficients are Holder continuous then each AiSP satisfies similar
estimates.

First, for each, E [0, D' + 2), introduce the hypothesis P(,) by

Sf(Doo(Hp)) C M 2,-y, AiSf(Doo(Hp)) C M 2,-y for all t > 0, pER
and i E {I, ... ,d'}. Moreover, there exist b'Y'w-y > 0, depending on H
through flc, IIClloo, IIIClllc"', Ilell oo , Ille'lllc'" and Ileolioo such that

(12)

and
IIAiSf'PIIM2,-y :S b-yC-Y/4C1/

2eW-y(l+p2)tll'P112 (13)

for all t > 0, pER, 'P E Doo(Hp) and i E {I, ... , d'}.

Since L2n M 2,-y = L2n M 2,-y for all , < D', with equivalent norms, see Lemma A.1.III of
[EIR6], we know that P(,) is valid in many cases. As an intermediate step in the proof of
Proposition 4.3 in [EIR6] we have already proved that P(,) is valid for all , E [0, D') if
D' ~ 2. (In fact we proved that the constants depend merely on the modulus of continuity
w~(C;·) instead of IIIClllc'" and Ille'lIlc"'.) In [EIR6] we used De Giorgi estimates which
were valid only for D' ~ 2. But the estimates of Section 2 are valid in any dimension. If
D' = 1 then obviously P(O) is valid. But then one can use Proposition 3.1 with TJ = 15
instead of Proposition 4.2 in [EIR6] and argue as in the proof of Lemma 4.4 of [EIR6] to
establish that P(, +15) is valid for all, E [0, D') and 15 E (0,211] with, +15 < D', whenever
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Ph) is valid. Therefore Ph) is valid for all, E [0, D') in case D' = 1. This argument
also works in higher dimensions.

As in the proof of Proposition 4.3 in [EIR6] it follows from (13) for P(,) with, E
(D' - 1, D') that

IISfepll~ :s; a r D' / 4 eW (l+p2)tllepI12 (14)

for all ep E Doo (Hp), where a and w depend only on the allowed parameters.
The main step in the proof of the new proposition is the observation that Holder

continuity of the coefficients ensures Ph) is valid for all, E [O,D' + 2l1].
For'ljJ E Cr;(G) set

Proposition 3.2 Let H be a subelliptic operator in divergence form (1). Suppose

either H is strongly elliptic

or G is stratified and aI, ... ,ad' is a basis for gl

in the stratification (gm)mE{l, ...,r} of g.

If Cij, c~ E CV' and Ci, Co E Loo for some II E (0,1) then AiSfL2 C CX'(G) n L~(G) for all
t > 0 and pER and there exist a, w > 0 such that

(15)

and
II\AiSfeplllc~1 :s; a r(D'+2)/4r V/2eW(I+

p2)tllepI12 (16)

uniformly for ep E L 2 (G)) t > 0) pER and i E {I, ... , d'}. The constants a and w depend
on II and on H through /-lc) IIClloo) IIIClllcvl) Ilclloo) Illc'lIlcvl and Ilcolioo. They depend on
the perturbation functions 'ljJ E Cr;(G) only through n2( 'ljJ).

Proof Set 8 = min(2,2-1 + 2l1) and let, E ((D' - 8) V 0, D' + 211 - 8). Note that this
interval is not empty. We show that P(, + 8) is valid. Fix ep E DOO(Hp). Then (12) for
Ph +8) follows from (13) and the Poincare inequality, Lemma A.2 in [EIR6], in a similar
manner to the proof of Lemma 4.4 in [EIR6].

Next we use the decomposition

d' d'
HpSfep = SfHpep - c~) Sfep - L c~p) ASfep - L AiC~(P)Sfep

i=l i=l

with perturbed lower-order coefficients as in Lemma 4.4 in [EIR6]. This time we apply
Proposition 3.1 to Sfep with T again the first three terms on the right, Ti = «p)Sfep and
TJ = 2l1. The proof of (13) for P(, + 8) is almost the same as the comparable proof in
Lemma 4.4 in [EIR6], so we indicate the differences.

First we have the term IIV'SfepIIM2,Y+2_7j which is not present in [EIR6]. Since, <
D' + 211 - 0 one has, +0 - 211 < D' and hence by (13) for Ph + 0 - 2l1) one has

II V'SPu"J11 < b r(-r+O-2V)/4r1/2eW-y+5-2V(I+p2)tIIU)11t r M2,-y+6_7j _ "Y+b-2v r 2
:s; a' r(-r+O)/4 r 1/ 2 ew' (l+p2)tllepI12
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Secondly, we have to estimate the IhIIM2,')'+6' Since, +8> D' it follows from Lemma
A.1.Vof [ElR6] that there exists a constant a> 0, depending only on , +8, such that

Ilc~(p)SfepIIM2,')'+6 ::; alllc~(p)Sfeplllc~1 ,

where we have set fl = b +8 - D')/2. Moreover,

and

d'

Illc~(p)lllcl"l ::; (1 + pZ)l/z(lllc~IIICI"I + 2:)II1/Jjlloolllcijlllcl"l + 1111/Jilllcl"/lIcijlloo))
j=l

d'

::; a'rl/ZeW(1+p2)t(lllc~lllcvl +L: II1/Jjll:x,jl(lllcijlllcVI + IICijlloo))
j=l

for suitable a' and w, by Lemma 2.1 and (6). Together with the bounds (14) one deduces
that

Illc~(p)Illcl"/li Sfepll~ ::; a r D'/4r l/Zew(J+p2)t Ilepllz ::; a' rh'+S)/4r l/Zew
l

(J+ p2)t Ilepllz

for suitable a,a',w and w', depending only on v, flc, IIClloo, IIIClllcvl, Ilcll oo , Illc'lllcV1 ,
Ilcoli oo IIAi1/Jlloo and IIAAj1/Jlloo'

Alternatively, by [ElR6], Lemma A.1.V, and (12) for Pb)

IIISfeplllc~1 ::; a(IISfepIIM2M 6 + IISfllz) ::; a'rh'+O)/4eW(J+ p2)tllepllz

Combining these estimates one deduces that

11«p) Sfep II M2,')'+6 ::; a rh'+O)/4r1/ZeW (J+
p2)tllepllz

for suitable a and w, as required. Thus (13) for Pb + 8) follows for all , in the interval
((D' - 8) V0, D' + 2v - 8).

Now let, E (D' V 8, D' +2v). Then by Lemma A.3 of [ElR6] and (13) for Pb) one has

IIAiSfepll~ ::; £h'-D
1

)/zIIAi SfepIIM2,')' + c£-DI/zIIASfepllz ::; a rD'/4rl/zew(1+p2)tllepllz

for suitable a and w, by setting £ = t1/ Z• But then

IIA i S fepIIM2,D
1

::; a'rD'/4rl/ZeW(J+p2)tllepllz

by an application of Lemma A.I.rV of [ElR6].
Finally we prove P(D' +2v). We argue as above, with, = D' +2v - 8, but in the first

step we now use

This was the only place where we previously used, =j:. D' - 8 +2v. The details are left to
the reader. 0
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It remains to translate the semigroup bounds into kernel bounds. Since we have to
do this repeatedly in the sequel as we assume more smoothness of the coefficients, we
immediately treat the general case of divergence form operators.

For N2,NI,N{,No E No, V2'VI,V~,VO E [0,1), I" > 0 and M > 0 such that N2+V2 > 0,

N2+ V2 2: NI +VI 2: No + Vo N2+ V2 2: N~ + v~ 2: No + Vo (17)

let £diV(N2 +V2, NI + VI, N{ + v~, No +Vo, 1", M) be the set of all second-order subelliptic
operators of the form

d' d'

H = - L Ai Cij A j + L(Ci Ai +Ai cD +Co I
i,j=I i=I

such that Cij E L'oo;N2' IICijll'oo;N
2

::; M, the ellipticity constant I"c 2: Il and if V2 > 0 then
IIIAO!cijlllcV ' ::; M for all a E JN2 (d') and similar conditions on the Ci, <and co. Since
N2+ V2 > 0 it is clear that Hand H* generate semigroups on all the Lp-spaces.

Because of the inequalities (17) it follows that Hp E UM>O £diV(N2 + V2, NI + VI, N{ +
v~, No + Vo, 1", M) for all H E UM>O £diV(N2 +V2, NI +VI, N{ + v~, No +Vo, 1", M), pER,
I" > °and 'ljJ E C';' (G). Moreover, for all M > 0 there exists an M' > 0 such that
H.6. E £div(N2 + V2, NI +VI, N{ + v~, No +Vo, 1", M') for all H E £diV(N2 +V2, NI +VI, N{ +
v~, No + Vo, 1", M), where the operator H.6., defined at the end of Subsection 2.4 of [ElR6],
is formally given by H.6. = .6.-1/ 2H .6.1/ 2 . The generator H.6. is obtained by replacing each
Ai by Ai +2- IbJ in H, where bi = (A.6.)(e).

Obviously H* E £diV(N2 + V2, N{ + v~, NI + VI, No + Vo, 1", M) if, and only if, H E
£div(N2 + V2, NI +VI, N{ + v~, No +Vo, 1", M).

We reformulate Proposition 3.2 and weaken an intermediate result of [ElR6]

Proposition 3.3 Adopt the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2.
Let V > O. Then for all M, Il > 0 there exist a, W > 0 such that AiSfC';'(G) c

CV'(G) n Loo(G) for all t > 0 and pER and

IIAiSfrpiioo ::; a C(D'+2)/4eW(I+ p2)tllrpI12

and
IllAiSfrplllcv , ::; a C(D'+2)/4CV/2eW(I+p2)tllrpI12

uniformly for all H E £div(v, 0, v, 0, Il, M), rp E C';'( G)) t > 0) i E {I, ... , d'L pER and
'ljJ E C';'(G) with n2( 'ljJ) ::; 1.

Proof This follows as in the proof of Proposition 4.4 in [ElR6]. o
Proposition 3.4 Adopt the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2.

Let V > o. Then for all M, I" > 0 there exist a, W > 0 such that SfC';' (G) c CV'(G) n
Loo(G) for all t > 0 and pER and

IISfrplloo ::; aCD'/4eW(I+p2)tllrpI12

and
IIISfrplllcV1 ::; aCD'/4C V/2 ew(I+p2)tllrpI12

uniformly for all HE £div(v, 0, 0, 0, Il, M)) rp E C';'(G)) t > 0) pER and'ljJ E C';'(G) with
n2('ljJ)::;1.
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Proof This follows from the inequalities (30) and (34) in [EIR6]. In fact, one only needs
a uniform bound on the modulus of right continuity of the second-order coefficients. 0

The next proposition establishes that one has kernel bounds starting from bounds on
derivatives of Sf and S? = Up e-tH*U;I, provided these bounds are uniform for all H
in a set [diV(Nz + vz,N1 + vI,N~ + v~,No + vO,fl,M) for each fl and M. The seemingly
surprising fact is that for this proposition there is no relation needed between the number
of derivatives posed on Sf and S? and the Nz, Vz, etc..

Proposition 3.5 Fix N, N* E No and v, v* E (0,1). Next, let Nz, NI, NL No E No,
vz, vI, vi, Vo E [0,1), fl > 0 and N' EN. Assume Nz + Vz > 0 and the inequalities
(17). Suppose for all M, fl > 0 there exist a > 0 and w ~ 0 such that Sfc~(G) C
L~;N' AaSfC;:O(G) c CV'(G) n Loo(G) for all a E IN(d'), where A is the Lz-derivative,
S?C;:O(G) c L~;N*' Af3S?C;:O(G) c CV*'(G) n Loo(G) for all f3 E IN*(d'),

IIAaSfeplloo :::; a rDI/4rlal/zew(I+p2)tllepI12 ,

IIAaSfepllcv1 :::; a rDI/4r(lal+v)/zew(I+p2)tllepI12 ,

IIAf3S?eplloo :::; a rD'/4rlf3l/zew(I+p2)tllepI12 ,

IIAf3S?epllcv*1 :::; a rD'/4r(\f3I+v*)/zew(I+p2)tllepI12 ,

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

uniformly for all H E [div(Nz+ Vz, N1+VI, N~+v~, No+vo, fl, M), ep E C;:O(G), a E IN(d'),
f3 E IN*(d'), pER and'lji E C;:O(G) with IIA'Y'ljilloo :::; 1 for all, E J(d') with 1 :::; "' :::; N',

Then for all K, > 0 and M, fl > 0 there exist a, b > 0 and w ~ 0, such that for each
H E [div (Nz+Vz, N1 +VI, N~ +v~ , No +vo, fl, M) the kernel J{ of the semigroup S generated
by H is N -times differentiable in the first variable, the derivatives with respect to the first
are N* -times differentiable with respect to the second, the derivatives are continuous and

(22)

and

I(AaBf3J{t)(k- 1g; 1-lh) - (AaBf3J{t)(g; h)1

< arDI/ZC(lal+If3Il/Zewt(( Ikl' )V + ( Ill' )V*)e_b(19h-lll)2t_l (23)
- t1 / Z+ Igh-1 \, t1 / Z+ Igh-1 \,

uniformly for all a E IN(d'), f3 E IN*(d'), t > 0, g, h E G and k,l E G such that
Ikl' + Ill' :::; K, t1

/
Z +2-1 Igh-1 \,.

Proof The proof of this proposition is an elaboration of the proof of Proposition 4.5 in
[EIR6], so again we indicate the differences. Let Af = UpAU;I. It follows from [Rob],
page 191, that for all a E IN(d') there exist ca f3(p; 'ljJ) E R such that

(APt = L caf3(p; 'lji) Af3
1f31~lal
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with P 1---7 cOiI3(p i 'ljJ) a polynomial of order lal- 1,81, in P, which depends on 'ljJ only through
the derivatives A'Y'ljJ with iii E {I, ... , lal-j13I}. So

II(AP)OiSf'Plloo::; L ICOiI3(Pi'ljJ)IIIAI3Sf'Plloo
1131~10i1

::; L a'(l +p2)(10i 1-1131)/2 a rD'/4rll3l/2eW(l+p2)tll'P112
1131~10i1

::; a" r D' / 4 L r(10i1-1131)/2rll3l/2eW'(l+p2)tll'P112
1131~10i1

= a"rDI/4rI0i1/2eWI(l+p2)tll'P112 . (24)

Here a" depends on 'ljJ only through the IIA'Y'ljJlloo with 1,1 E {I, ... ,N V N'}. Similarly,

11(1 - L(k))(APt'Plloo::; L 11(1 - L(k))COiI3(Pi'ljJ)AI3Sf'Plloo
1131~10i1

::; L (11(1 - L(k))cOiI3(p i 'ljJ) 1100 IIAI3Sf'Plloo
1131~10i1

by (5). Now 11(1 - L(k))cOi I3(p; 'ljJ)1100 ::; a'lkl' (1 +p2)(1 0i 1-l131)/2, where a' depends on 'ljJ only
through the IIA'Y'ljJlloo with 1,1 E {2, ... , lal - 1131 + I} by (6). Therefore

II (1 - L(k) )c
Oi

I3(p i 'ljJ) 1100 II AI3Sf'Plloo ::; a' \kl' (1 + p2)(lal-II3I)/2a rD'/4rll3l/2ew(l+p2)tll'P112

::; a" Ikl' rDI/4rI0i1/2eW'(l+p2)tll'P112

::; alii (Ikl't rD'/4r(10i1+v)/2eW"(l+p2)tll'P112

for all k E B'(l) and t > O. The second term in (25) can be estimated similarly and hence
for all M > 0 there exist a > 0 and w ~ 0 such that

uniformly for all H E £diV(N2+V2, N1 +VI, N{ +v~, No +vb, jl, M), 'P E C;:(G), a E IN(d'),
k E B'(l), pER and 'ljJ E C;:(G) with IIAI3'ljJlloo ::; 1 for all (3 E J(d') with 1 ::; 1(31 ::;
N V N' + 1. But then it follows from (24) that these estimates are valid for all kEG by
increasing a, wand N'.

Now let Sp* denote the L2-adjoint of SP. Then Sp* is the semigroup generated by the
subelliptic operator (H*)_p, where H* is formally given by H* = (.6..-1 H .6..)*. Precisely,
H* = Ht.t.*. Hence, arguing as above, given M > 0 there exist a > 0 and w ~ 0 such that

for all 'PI, 'P2 E C;:(G), where it = Ai - bJ. Therefore
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and similarly,

for all <p E C:;O(G) and 1 E G. Combining these estimates one deduces as in [ElR6] that
for all M > 0 there exist a > 0 and w ;::: 0 such that

(26)

and

11~(ltIL(k)(APtSf(AP)fjL(l-I) - (APtsf(AP)fjlli-+oo (27)

:::; a ((lkl'CI/Zt(llI'CI/Zt* + (lkl'cI/Zt + (lll'Cl/Zt*)CDI/zC(lal+lfjl)/zew(l+p2)t

uniformly for all H E £div(Nz + liZ, NI +lII, N{ + lIL No + lib, 11, M), k,l E G, a E IN(d'),
f3 E IN*(d'), pER and "p E C:;O(G) with IIA""plloo :::; 1 for all, E J(d') with 1 :::; 1,1 :::;
N V N* V N' + 1.

Now it follows as in the proof of Proposition 4.5 in [ElR6] that for all a E JN(d') and
f3 E IN*(d') the operator AaStAfj has a continuous kernel I<;a,fj). Of course I<t = I«a,fj) is
the kernel of St if lal = 1f31 = O. But for all 'PI,<PZ E C:;O(G) one has

(_1)lal+1fjl fa dg fa lit I<t(g; h) (Aa<pI)(g) (Afj<pz)(h)

= (-l)lal+lfjl(Aa<pI,StAfj<p) = (-l)lfjl(<pI,AaStAfj<pz)

= (-l)lfjl fa dg <PI (g) (AaStAfj<pz)(g)

= (-l)lfjl fa dg fa dh I<;a,fj\g; h) <PI (g) <pz(h)

So by density

for all <p E C:;O(G X G) and the (-1 )lfjlI<t(a,fj) are the successive distributional derivatives of

I<t. Since the I<;a,fj) are continuous one deduces from the lemma of Du Bois-Reymond that
I<t is N times differentiable in the first variable, the derivatives are N* -times differentiable
in the second variable and all derivatives are continuous. Then the bounds (26) give

for all g, h E G and minimizing over p and "p, using [Rob], pp. 201-202, gives the bounds

(28)

where I . I is the strongly elliptic distance. This enters because the estimates involve the
second and higher derivatives of the"p. Note that in the strongly elliptic case we have now
proved the bounds (22).
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(30)

Next we use a scaling argument to deduce that the bounds (22) are also valid in the
stratified case. For u > 0 let 'U be the dilations on G. For u E [1, (0) let Hu be the
operator with coefficients /':") = c" ° '"V-I du

) = u-1c' ° '"V-1 d(u) = u-1d ° '"V-1 and
tJ tJ I u , ttlu , ttlu

c~u) = u-2co0,;1. Then Hu E £diV(N2+V2, N1+V1, N{ +v{, No +vb, j.t, M), uniformly for

all u '2: 1. Moreover, (H(cpo,u)) 0,;1 = u2Hucp and hence (St(cpo,u)) 0,;1 = si~~cp, where
S(u) is the semigroup generated by Hu. Therefore the kernel K(u) of the semigroup S(u)
satisfies K~~~(g; h) = u-D'Kt(,;1(g); ,;1(h)) for all t > O. Consequently, setting u = r 1/2

one finds
Kt(g; h) = r D'/2K}u) (,t-1/2(g) ; ,t-1/2(h))

for all t E (0,1] and g, h E G. Similarly,

(Aa B{3Kt)(g; h) = r D'/2r(la l+I{3I)/2(Aa B{3K}t-
1
/
2
))(,t_1/2(g); ,t-1/2(h)) (29)

for all t E (0,1] and g,h E G.
By [VSe] Proposition II1.4.2 there exists an 'rJ '2: 1 such that Igi '2: 'rJlgl' for all 9 E G

with Igl' '2: 1. Then

for all 9 E G and t E [1,(0). Therefore, by (28)

I(Aa B{3KIu))(g; h)1 :'S a rD'/2r(lal+I{3I)/2ew'te-b(lgh-ll')2t-l

uniformly for all u '2: 1, t '2: 1 and g, h E G, for some redefined a. So for all t '2: 1 the
estimates (22) follow by setting u = 1.

If t E (0, 1] a combination with (29) yields

I(AaB{3Kt)(g; h)1 = rD'/2r(lal+I{3I)/21(AaB{3K}t-
1
/
2
))(g; h)1

S; a r D'/2r(lal+I{3I)/2e-b(lgh-11')2t-1

uniformly for all t E (0, 1] and g, h E G and one deduces the estimates (22) for the
subelliptic operators.

Next we turn to the Holder bounds. Starting from the semigroup bounds (27) it follows
as in [EIR6] that there exist a, a', b, w > 0 such that

I(AaB{3Kt)(g; h) - (AaB{3Kt)(k-1g; 1-1h)1

S; a ((lkl'r1/2t(llI'r1/2t* + (l k l'r1/2t + (IlI'r1/2t*)rD//2r(lal+I{3I)/2ewte-clgh-112t-l

+ a' Igh -11 r 1/2Ukl + Ill) r 1/2e2et-llgh-ll (lkl+lll)rD'/2r(lal+I{3I)/2ew'te-b(lk-lgh-lll/)2t-l

uniformly for all g, h, k, 1 E G, t > 0 and large w, where c = (4wt 1
• Note that the

strongly elliptic distance enters even in the subelliptic case. By increasing w one can make
c arbitrarily small. Obviously,

since Igl S; Igl'. Moreover, e-clgh-112t-l S; eC'1J e-C'1J(lgh-11/)2t-1 by the estimates (30) if t E

[1, (0).
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Now suppose either H is strongly elliptic and t E (0,00) or G is stratified and t E [1,00).
Then

\(AaB,6Kt)(g; h) - (Aa B,6 K t )(k-1g; 1-lh)1

~ a ((\kl'r 1/ 2YWI'r 1/ 2 y* +(lkl'r1/ 2y + (lll'rl/2y*)rD'/2r(lal+I,6I)/2ewte-c(lgh-ll/)2t-l

+ a' Igh -11' r 1/ 2(Ikl' + Ill') r l / 2 e2et-llgh-ll' (lkl/+I/I/)r D' /2C(l a l+I,6I)/2ew/t e-b(lk- lgh-l /I/)2 t-l

for some redefined constants. One can now continue to argue as in (ElR6] and deduce that
for all M > 0 and K > 0 there exist a, b, w > 0 such that

IKt(g; h) - K t(k- 1g i 1-lh)1

< arD// 2ewt (( Ikl' )11 ( Ill' )1I*)e_b(lgh-ll/)2t_l
- t1/ 2+ Igh- I \, + t 1/ 2+ Igh-1 1' ,

uniformly for all H E £diV(N2 + V2, N 1 + VI, N; + v~, No + va, fl, M) and g, h, k, 1 E G,
whenever Ikl' + Ill' ~ K t1

/
2 + 2-1 Igh-1 1'. This establishes the estimates (23), except in

the stratified case if t E (0,1). But these can be deduced by a scaling argument from the
bounds with t = 1. 0

We combine Propositions 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.

Theorem 3.6 Let V2 E (0,1); Vb V~ E [0, V2] and Hand subelliptic operator in divergence
form (1). Suppose

either H is strongly elliptic

or G is stratified and aI, ... ,ad' is a basis for fll
in the stratification (flm)mE{I,...,r} of fl.

Let N, N* E {a, I}; v, v* E [0,1) and suppose that N +v ~ l+v~ and N*+v* ~ l+Vl with
the exception of the case N +v = 1 if v~ = 0 and with the exception of the case N* +v* = 1
if VI = O.

If Cij E GII2'; Ci E Gill' if VI > 0; C~ E GII~' if v~ > 0 and Co E Loa then for all K > 0
there exist a, b > 0 and w ~ a; such that the kernel K of the semigroup S generated by H
is N -times differentiable in the first variable; the derivatives with respect to the first are
N* -times differentiable with respect to the second; the derivatives are continuous and

I(Aa B,6Kt)(g i h)1 ~ a rD//2r(lal+I,6I)/2ew'te-b(lgh-ll/)2t-l

and

I(AaB,6Kt)(k-lgil-lh) - (AaB,6Kt)(g;h)1

<arDI/2r(lal+I,6I)/2ewt(( Ikl' )11 +( Ill' )1I*)e_b(lgh-lll)2t_l
- tl/2 + \gh-1 1' t 1/ 2+ Igh-Il'

uniformly for all a E IN(d'); f3 E IN*(d'); t > 0; g, h E G and k, lEG such that
Ikl' + Ill' ~ K t1

/
2+2-1 Igh-1 1'·

Moreover; for all M, fl > 0; N; N*; v; v* and K the constants a; band ware uniform
for all H E £div(V2' Vb v~, 0, fl, M)

Proof This follows immediately from Propositions 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.
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Corollary 3.7 Adopt the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2.
If Cij, <E CV' for some 1/ E (0, 1) and Ci, Co E Loo then St maps Lp into L~;l and there

exist a > °and w ~ °such that

IISf'Pllp ~ a eW (l+p
2
)tll'Plip ,

IIAiSf'Pllp ~ ar 1/2ew(l+p2)tll'Pllp

and
11(1 - L(k))ASt'Pllp ~ a(lkl'tr(1+V)/2ewtll'Pllp

uniformly for all t > 0, P E [1,00]' i E {1, ... , d'}, kEG, 'P E Lp, pER and'l/J E C;:'(G)
with IIAj'l/Jlloo ~ 1 for all j E {1, ... , d'}. Moreover, for all M, Il > °the constants a and
w can be chosen uniform for all H E £div(1/, 0, 1/, 0, Il, M).

Similar results are valid on Lp.

Proof The operator UpAiStU;l has kernel (g, h) 1--+ e-p('if;(g)-'if;(h»(AJ{t)(g ; h) and

le-p('if;(g)-'if;(h»(AJ(t)(g ; h)1 ~ a r1/2ewtGf(gh-1)

where Gf (g) = t-D ' /2 e-b(lgl')2t-1 elpllgl' for some a, b > °and w ~ 0. So

I(UpAiStU;l 'P) (g) I ~ kdh Ie-p('if;(g)-'if;(h» (AJ{t)(g ; h) II'P(h) I

~ kdhar1/2ewtGn9h-1)1'P(h)1 = ar1/2ewt(Gf * l'PI)(g)

Therefore

IIUpAiStU;l'Pllp ~ a r1/2ewtllGflh II'Plip :S a'r1/2eW '(l+p2)tll'Pllp

Similarly IISf'Pllp ~ a eW (l+p2)tll'Pllp, Then

IIAiSf 'Pllp = II UpAStU;l'P - p 'l/Ji Sf'Pllp ~ a r 1/2eW (l+p2)tll'Pllp

Next we prove the Holder bounds. If Ikl' ~ t 1
/

2 then

Alternatively, if Ikl' ~ t1
/

2 then

where Gt(g) = r D'/2e-b(lgl')2t-1 for some a, b > 0 and w ~ O. So for all 9 E G one has

Therefore

and the corollary follows.
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Corollary 3.8 Adopt the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2.

If Cij, c~ E eLlI for some v E (0,1) and Ci, Co E L oo then there exist .Ao > 0 and a > 0
such that (.AI +H)-1 maps L p into L~;1 and

uniformly for all .A ~ .Ao and p E [1,00] . Moreover! for all M,1l > °the constants a and
.Ao can be chosen uniform for all H E £div(v, 0, v, 0, 11, M)

Similar results are valid on Lp.

Proof This follows from the Laplace transform of the bounds

of the previous corollary.

Corollary 3.9 Let H be a subelliptic operator in divergence form (1). Suppose

D

or

either H is strongly elliptic

G is stratified and aI, ... ,ad' is a basis for fll

in the stratification (flm)mE{I,...,r} of fl.

If Cij, Ci E eLlI for some v E (0,1) and c~, Co E L oo then there exist .Ao > 0 and a > 0 such
that (.AI +H)-1 maps L~;_1 into Lp and

uniformly for all .A ~ .Ao and p E [1,00]. Similar results are valid on Lp.

4 Resolvent Estimates

Let H be a subelliptic operator in divergence form (1). We next examine properties of the
resolvents (.AI + Ht1 acting on the Lp-spaces, Lp(G; dg), with p E (1,00), and on the
associated spaces Lp = Lp ( G ; dg).

The operator H is initially defined on L2 through the sectorial form h given by (3) and
the resolvents (.AI +Ht1 do not necessarily extend to the Lp-spaces or the related Sobolev
spaces (see [ACT]). This requires some smoothness of the coefficients.

If the principal coefficients of H are right uniformly continuous then H generates a
continuous holomorphic semigroup S on L 2 which extends to all the Lp-, and Lp-, spaces
by Theorem 1.1 of [EIR6]. The action of St is determined by a kernel K t which satisfies
Gaussian bounds and is Holder continuous. One cannot expect a Gaussian kernel to exist
for general strongly elliptic, complex, operators [ACT]. It is essential that the principal
coefficients are real or satisfy some smoothness condition such as uniform continuity. The
existence of a kernel satisfying (Holder continuous) Gaussian bounds does, however, imply
many more structural properties of Hand S. For example, it follows as in [EIR3] using
arguments as in the proof of Theorem 4.6 below, that H has a bounded holomorphic
functional calculus on each of the Lp-, or Lp-, spaces with p E (1,00). This in turn implies
some domain properties for H and its fractional powers.
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If A > °is large enough then AI +H generates an exponentially decreasing semigroup
uniformly on all the Lp-spaces, where p E [1,00]. Then the fractional powers (AI +
H)'Y, "( E [0,1]' are defined on Lp . Note that the (graph-)norms on the spaces D((AII +
H)'Y) and D((A2I + H)'Y) are equivalent whenever AI, A2 ~ A (see [Rob] Lemma II.3.2).
Next the existence of a bounded holomorphic functional calculus implies D((AI + H)'Y) =
[Lp , D(H)]'Y' for all "( E (0,1), and D((AI + H)'Y) = [Lp , D((AI + H)l/2)h'Y' for all "( E
(0,1/2), where [', .]"1 denotes the complex interpolation space. But these identities are
not particularly useful in relating the domains with the Sobolev spaces unless one has
some further identification of D(H) or D((AI + H)1/2).

The Kato problem consists of establishing conditions under which D((AI + H)1/2) =
L~;l' Once this condition is verified one then has D((AI + H)'Y/2) = L~;'Y for "( E (0,1].
Note that it follows from [Kat1], Theorem 3.1, that D((AI +H)'Y/2) = L~;'Y for all"( E (0,1)
even if the coefficients are only measurable. The difficulty is with the value "( = 1.

If G = R d and the coefficients are Holder continuous the Kato problem has been
resolved positively by Lions [Lio], McIntosh [McI] and [AMT]. In [McI] domains in R d

are also allowed under some weak smoothness assumptions. On (general) Lie groups these
results are slightly weakened.

Theorem 4.1 Let H be a subelliptic operator in divergence form (1). If Cij E CVI for
some v E (0,1) and Ci, c~, Co E L= then D((AI + H)1/2) = L~;l for all large A.

Moreover) for all M, /1 > °there exists a Ao > °such that for all"( E (0, v) and A ~ Ao
there exists an a > °such that L~;1+'Y ~ D( (AI +H)(1+'Y)/2) and

II(AI +H){1+'Y)/2cpI12 :::; a Ilcpll;;1+'Y

uniformly for all cp E L;;1+'Y and for all operators H with /1c ~ /1) IIICIllclJ1 :::; M) IICII= :::;
M, IJeII= :::; M and Ilcoll= :::; M.

Similar conclusions are valid on L2.

Proof This theorem is basically proved in [EIR5]. The lower order terms L A i<+ col
can be added directly to the principal part in [EIR5] and then the lower order terms L CiAi

can be added by the perturbation-interpolation argument. The uniformity of the constants
follows from the proof, together with the next lemma. 0

Lemma 4.2 For all M, /1 > 0 there exists a Ao > °such that for all"( E (0,1) there exists
an a > °such that for all subelliptic operators H of the form (1) with /1c ~ /1, IICII= :::; M)
Ilcll= :::; M and Ilcoll= :::; M one has D((AI +H)'Y) = [L2, D(AI + H)]'Y and

a-l
llcpll[L2,D(>.I+H)]., :::; II(AI + H)'Ycp112 :::; a Ilcpll[L2 ,D(,\I+H)].,

uniformly for all A ~ Ao and cp E D((AI + H)'Y). Moreover)

(31)

for all A ~ Ao and cp E D((AoI + H)'Y).

Proof Let Ao E R be such that (Ao - 1)1 + H is a maximal accretive operator. The
constant Ao depends only on M and /1. Then for all A ~ Ao the operator AI + H is an
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injective closed maximal accretive operator. So by [ADM:], Theorem G, the operator >"1+H
has a bounded Hoo(A(O))-functional calculus, in the sense of [CDMY], for any 0 E (0, 1r /2),
and

Ilf(>..I +H)112-+2 :s; sup{lf(z)1 : z E A(On

for all f E Hoo(A(O)). Therefore the operator >"1 +H has bounded imaginary powers and
II (>"1 + H)it 112-+2 :s; e1l"1 t l/2 for all t E R. Then the first part of the lemma follows from [Tri]

Theorem 1.15.3.
Finally, applying the bounded Hoo (A(0) )-functional calculus of the operator >"01 + H

to the function f(z) = z{1+'Y)/2(>" - >"0 + zt(l+'Y)/2 yields

11(>"01 + H)(l+'Y)/2<p1l2 :s; IIf(>"oI +H)112-+211(>..I + H)(l+'Y)/2<p1l2 :s; 11(>"1 + H)(l+'Y)/2<p112

for all >.. :2 >"0 and <P E D((>..I +H){1+'Y)/2). IJ

or

either

Corollary 4.3 For all M, fl > °there exists a >"0 > °such that for all 8 E (0,1 + v) and
>.. :2 >"0 there exists an a > °such that L~'8 ~ D( (>..1 + H)8/2) and,

uniformly for all <p E L~'8 and for all operators H in divergence form (1) with flc :2 fl)

IIIClllcv , :s; M) IIClloo :s; M) Ilcll oo :s; M and Ilcoli oo :s; M.
Similar conclusions are valid on L2.

It follows from Theorem 4.1 that L~;8 ~ D((>..I+H)8) on a general Lie group if Cij E CVI

and Ci, <, Co E Loo . We next show that the spaces L~'6 and D((>"I +H)8/2) are equal, if, in,
addition, the c~ are Holder continuous and the operator is strongly elliptic or the group is
stratified, by exploitation of the heat kernel bounds developed in Section 3.

Theorem 4.4 Let H be a subelliptic operator in divergence form (1). Suppose

H is strongly elliptic

G is stratified and aI, ... ,ad' is a basis for 91

in the stratification (9m )mE{1, ... ,r} of 9.

If v E (0,1)) , E (0, v)) Cij, c~ E CVI) and Ci, Co E Loo then D((>..I +H){1+'Y)!2) ~ L~;l+'Y for
large>.. and the embedding is continuous.

Moreover) for all M, fl > °there exists a >"0 > 0 such that for all, E (0, v) there exists
an a > 0 such that

1I<p11~;l+'Y :s; a 11(>"1 + H)(l+'Y)/2<pllz

uniformly for all HE £diV(v,O,V,O,fl,M)) >":2 >"0 and <p E D((>..I +H){1+'Y)!2).
Similar conclusions are valid on L2.

Proof The proof consists of several steps.

Step 1 First we reintroduce the Lipschitz spaces associated with left translations on L 2

of [EIR1], but now we clearly indicate the p-dependence in the notation. Let 0 be a fixed
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bounded open neighbourhood of the identity of G. For p E [1,00] and, E (0,1) define
II . II~'P: L 2 --7 [0,00] by

if p < 00 with the obvious modification if p = 00. Then define the Lipschitz space
L~~Z(L) = {ep E L2(G) : "epll~'P < oo}. It follows from Corollary 3.7 that AiStep E L~c;,\L)
and

IIAiStepll~'oo ~ a-y r(1+-Y)/2ew,tllepI12

for all , E (0, v] and ep E L 2 • The constants a-y and W-y depend on H through M and fl.

Step 2 For any interpolation pair (X,Y)" E (0,1) and p E [1,00] let (X'Y)-Y,PiK be
the interpolation space by the K-method of Peetre (see [BuB], Definition 3.2.4). Then it

follows from [ElR1], Theorem 3.2, that L~~Z(L) = (L2, L~i1)-y,p;K, with equivalent norms.
Therefore

IIAStepll(L2,L~1)"OO;K ~ a-y r(1+-y)/2ew,tllepI12

for all , E (0, v]' and some redefined value of aT But this means that St maps L2

continuously into (L2, L~i1)~,PiKi1' the once-differentiable functions with derivatives in the
Lipschitz space. But (L 2, L;i1)-Y,PiKi1 = (L2, L;i2)(1+-y)/2,PiKby [ElRl], Theorem 2.1.III, with
equivalent norms. Hence

for all , E (0, v], for some redefined a-y. Then, by the reiteration theorem ([BuB] The
orem 3.2.20 and Corollary 3.2.17), one can deduce information about the interpolation
spaces with p < 00. In particular the foregoing bounds can be transferred to the spaces
(L2 , L~i2)(1+-Y)/2,2iK' One deduces that

for all , E (0, v).

Step 3 Now fix , E (0, v). We shall prove that

(32)

and the inclusion is continuous. Let 8 E ((1 + ,)/2, (1 + v)/2) C (2-1,1) and set () =
(28)-1(1 +,) E (0,1). By the reiteration theorem it suffices to prove that

with continuous embedding. Now each ep E L2 can be decomposed as ep = (I - Stet)c.p +Stetep,
where a = 8-1. Then one can argue as in Step 4 of the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [ElR1],
using the bounds of the present Step 2 instead of Lemma 3.3 in [ElR1], that
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or

either

for some C > 0, independent of c.p, but dependent on "( and H through M and jl. Then
(32) follows.

Step 4 The spaces (L2, D(H)){1+Y)/2,2;K and (L2, D(IHI))(l+Y)/2,2;K are equal, with equal
norms. Next, for all eE (0,1) there exists an a > °such that (L2, D(T))O,2;K = D(TO) and

for any positive self-adjoint operator T and all c.p E D(TO) (see [LiM] Theorem 1.15.1.)
But D(TO) = [L2, D(T)]o, with equivalent norms, the norms are independent of T (see
[Tri], Theorem 1.15.3). Finally, [L2, D(IHI)]o = [L2, D(H)]o, with equal norms. So if Ao
is as in Lemma 4.2, then (L2, D(H))(I+'Y)/2,2;K = [L2, D(H)] (I+'Y)/2 = D((Ao + H)(I+'Y)/2),
with equivalent norms, independent of the operator. Repeating these estimates for the
Laplacian HL and using the equality L~;2 = D(HL ) it follows that there exists an a > 0,
depending only on "(, M and jl, such that

uniformly for all c.p E L~;I+'Y'

Finally the bounds uniformly for all A ~ Ao follow from inequality (31) of Lemma 4.2.0

Corollary 4.5 Adopt the assumptions of Theorem 4.4.
For all v E (0,1), M, jl > °there exists a Ao > °such that for all 8 E [0,1 +v) there

exists an a > °such that D((AI +H)6) = L;.6 and,

uniformly for all H E £div(v, 0, v, 0, jl, M), A ~ AO and c.p E L~;6'

Similar conclusions are valid on the Lz-spaces.

Next we extend the Kato regularity to other Lp-spaces.

Theorem 4.6 Let H be a subelliptic operator in divergence form (1). Suppose

H is strongly elliptic

G is stratified and al, ... ,ad' is a basis for gl
in the stratification (gm )mE{l ,...,r} of g.

If Cij, <E Ol/f for some v E (0,1) and if p E (1, (0) then D((AI + H)l/2) ~ L~;l for all
large A.

Moreover, for all M, jl > °there exists a Ao > °such that for all p E (1, (0) there exists
an a > °such that

1Ic.p1l~;l ~ a II(AI +H)l/2c.pllp

uniformly for all HE £div(v, 0, v, 0, jl, M), A ~ Ao and c.p E D((AI + H)l/2).
Similar conclusions are valid on the Lp-spaces.
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Proof The proof is nearly the same as that of Theorem 2.3 in [BER], so we only indicate
the significant differences. We prove the embeddings and inclusions on the spaces with the
right Haar measure. They then follow for the left Haar measure by the arguments given
in Lemma 2.1 in [BER].

It suffices to prove the bounds for one particular A since the uniform bounds then follow
by the argument used in Step 4 of the proof of Theorem 4.4. This latter argument relies on
the fact that there exists a A > °such that AI +H has a bounded Hoo-functional calculus
on the Lp-spaces uniformly for p E (1, 00 ). If p = 2 this follows because AI +H is maximal
accretive (see [ADM], Theorem G) and for the other values of p it follows from a similar
adaptation of the proof of Theorem 3.1 of [EIR3] as the present proof is an adaptation of
the proof of [BER].

We may assume that H generates an exponentially decreasing semigroup uniformly on
all the Lp-spaces. Fix N EN, N > D' and fix a large A > O. It will be clear from the
proof which value of A is required. For j E N consider the operators

Then for fixed i o E {1, ... ,d'}

uniformly for all j E Nand r.p E L 2 by the bounds of Theorem 4.4. Thus the operators
AXj are uniformly bounded on L2.

It follows, as in [BER], that the X j have 'good' kernels, but now they are functions of
two variables,

(Xjr.p)(g) = fa dft kj(g; h) r.p(h) ,

where kj : G\{e} -t C is defined by

kj(g; h) = 100

dt Ji(t) J{t(g; h)

and Ji: (0, (0) -t R is a function such that

(33)

for some a> 0, uniformly for all t > 0, A > 0, T E [0, N] and j E N with j ~ 2A (see [BER],
Lemma 2.4). Choosing T = D' and using the Gaussian bounds of Theorem 3.6 together
with the estimates in the Appendix of [EIR3] one can then show that kj is differentiable
in the first variable,

and
I(Aiokj)(9ih)l:::; cje-b(lgh-ll')2t-l

if A is large enough. In particular the bounds show that the action of X j can be defined
with the kernel k j on all the Lp-spaces, and in particular on Li, for all large A. These
bounds depend on j. Similar bounds starting from T = 0 give j independent bounds for
the Aiokj ,

(34)
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if ). is large enough. But the integral of the latter bounds with respect to left or right
Haar measure is logarithmically divergent. Therefore one has to apply the methods of
singular integration theory, for example [CoW], Theorem III.2.4, to obtain Li-boundedness
properties of AoXj .

At this point a problem occurs. The usual theory of singular integrals is restricted to
spaces of homogeneous type, e.g., spaces with the doubling property. This is sufficient to
deal with operators on compact Lie groups or Lie groups of polynomial type but it is not
adequate for Lie groups whose volume grows exponentially. In particular it does not apply
to non-unimodular groups. For groups of exponential growth one needs a supplementary
argument which was first given in [Bur] and later used in [BER] and [DuR].

The starting point is the observation that each Lie group G has a local doubling prop
erty. Therefore one can use the estimates in [CoW] on any bounded subset of G, whether
or not this subset has the doubling property. In the appendix we explain how one can
adapt the results of [CoW] to this more general situation.

Because of the bounds (34) we localize the problem as in [BER]. Let X, Xl E C::"(B'(2))
be such that X(g) = XI(g) = 1 for all 9 E B'(l). Consider the operator Tj :Lp(G) ~ Lp(G)
defined by

where

Kj(g;h) = (Aiokj)(g;h)X(gh-I)Xl(h) =100

dtfi(t)(AioI<t)(g;h)x(gh-I)XI(h)

So Kj(g;h) = 0 if 9 tf. B'(4) or h tf. B'(4). Obviously Kj E L2 (G x G,dg 0 dh) and by
the arguments [BER] there exists a c> 0 such that IITj Il 2-+2 :::; c uniformly for all j E N.
These are the first two conditions of the theorem of [CoW] (see the appendix).

For the third and most difficult condition, it suffices to prove that

sup sup f dg IKj(g; h) - Kj(g; ho)1 < 00
j h,hoEG JO(h,hol

where n(h, ho) = {g E G : d'(g; ho) > 4d'(h; ho)} with d'( '; . ) the subelliptic distance
on G. One deduces from the triangle inequality that the integral is zero if h tf. B'(6) or
ho E B'(20/3).

Then by right invariance

sup sup f dgIKj(g;h)-Kj(g;ho)1
j h,hoEG JO(h,ho)

:::; sup sup f dJL(g) IKj(gho; h) - Kj(gho; ho)1 ,
j h,hoEGJ01(h,ho)

where nl(h, ho) = {g E B'(ll) : Igl' > 4Ihhol l'}.
Let h E B'(6), ho E B'(7), 9 E B'(ll) and suppose that Igl' > 41hhol l' > O. By the

definition of Kj we estimate

I(AioI<t)(gho; h) X(ghoh-1
) X(h) - (AioI<t)(gho;ho) X(ghoho1

) x(ho)1

:::; I(AoI<t)(gho;h) - (AioI<t)(gho; ho)llx(ghoh-1)llx(h)1
+ I(Aio I<t)(gho; ho)llx(ghoh-l ) - x(g)llxI(h)1

+ I(AioI<t)(gho; ho)llx(g)llxl(h) - Xl(ho)1
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:::; a' (I hhol'yrD'/2r (1+l/)/2e_b(lgl/)2t-1 e(w->.)t

by the bounds of Theorem 3.6. These can be applied to the first term since Ihholl' :::;
4- l lgl' = 4-l lghoho

l l' and for the last two terms one estimates the differences of the
functions X and Xl in terms of their derivatives. Using the bounds (33) and estimating as
in the Appendix of [ElR3] one deduces that

IKj(gho ; h) - Kj(gho ;ho)1 :::; 100

dt a r l /2e->.t a' (lhhol'yrD//2r(1+l/)/2e-b(\gl')2t-l e(w->.)t

:::; a"(lgl,)-D'-l/(lhhol'Y

uniformly for all j ~ 2.\, if ..\ is large enough. But if e = SUPtE(O,l1] t-D
' IB: I, s = d' (h ; ho) =

Ihholl' and N s E No is such that 2Ns - 4 :::; 3-1 :::; 2Ns - 3 then we obtain

J Ns 1dg sl/ g' -D'-l/ < dg sl/ g' -D'-l/
B'(11)\B/(2s) (I I) - E B'(2-n +4 )\B'(2-n +3 ) (I I)

Ns:::; L esl/(2-n+3 t D'-l/(2-n +4)D'
n=O

= 2D'-3l/esl/(2l/ _ltl (2(Ns+l)l/ -1) :::; 2D'+l/(2l/ -I)-Ie

Hence
r dg IKj(gho ; h)) - Kj(gho ; ho))1 :::; 2D'+l/(2l/ - 1)-la" ,

Jo. 1 (h,ho)

which is the third and last condition of Theorem A.l in the appendix, uniform in j.
So the operators Tj satisfy uniform weak-Li estimates and arguing as in Theorem 2.3

in [BER] we obtain the estimates

uniformly for j EN with j ~ 2..\, for, > 0 and '(J E L l (B'(I)) n L 2 (B'(1)), where

(Pj'{J)(g) = fa dh (Aiokj)(g; h) X(gh- l
) '(J(h)

and p is the right Haar measure. The value of Mo can be chosen uniformly for all H E
£div(lI, 0, lI, 0, fl, M) for each prescribed M, fl > O.

By Lemma 2.5 of [BER] there exist gl,g2, ... E G and No E N such that G =
U:l B'(I)gi and each 9 EGis an element of at most N balls B'(3)gi. Let ('l/Ji)i be a
partition of unity relative to the cover G = U:l B'(I)gio Then supp Pj('l/Ji'{J) ~ B'(3)gi for
all '(J E Li(G) and i,j E Nand

00

p({g E G: I(Pj'{J)(g) 1> ,}):::; ?=p({g E G: I(PjRg;l Rg,('l/Ji'{J)) (g)1 > ,NOl
})

t=l
00

= ?=p({g E G: I(R9iPjRg;1 Rg,('l/Ji'{J)) (g)1 > ,NOl
}) (35)

t=l

if j ~ 2..\. But if kEG and '{J E Lp then

(RkPjRk-l'{J)(g) = fa dh (Aiokj)(gk; hk) X(gh- l
) '(J(h)
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Now if one replaces the operator H with coefficients Cij, Ci, ci and Co by the operator H k

with coefficients RkCij etc., then the kernel kj has to be replaced by (g, h) 1--+ kj(gk; hk).
But Hk E £div(v, 0, V, 0, t-t, M) if H E £div(v, 0, V, 0, t-t, M) for all kEG. Therefore

uniformly for all H E £div(v, 0, v, 0, t-t, M), kEG, j E N with j > 2v, , > °and
rp E L 1 (ED n L 2 (ED. SO with (35) one establishes that

00

p({g E G: I(Pjcp)(g)1 > ,}) ~ LMoN,-lIIRgi(~icp)lli= MoN,-lllrplli
i=l

The remaining part of the proof is precisely as in [BER]. It follows that the operators
AioXj satisfy a uniform weak-Li estimate and by interpolation the theorem is valid for all
pE(1,2].

Next assume p E [2, (0). Now it suffices to show that the operators (AoX j )* satisfy a
uniform weak-Li estimate since this implies that the (AioXj)* are uniformly bounded on
Lq for all q E (1,2] and then the AoXj are uniformly bounded on Lp. But the operator
(A io Xj )* has the kernel

Since (AoKt)(h;g) is Holder continuous in h, with the right kind of Gaussian bounds, by
Theorem 3.6, one can repeat the above arguments to deduce the validity of the theorem if
p E [2,(0). 0

Corollary 4.7 Adopt the hypotheses of Theorem 4.6.
If Cij, Ci E CV' for some v E (0,1) and ci, Co E Loo then L~;l ~ D((>..I + H)1/2) for all

large>.. and each p E (1, (0).
Moreover, for all M, t-t > 0 there exists a >"0 > °such that for all p E (1, (0) there exists

an a > °such that

11(>"1 + Ht 1
/

2 Airpllp ~ a Ilcpllp
uniformly for all H E £div(v, v, 0, 0, t-t, ML i E {1, ... , d'L >.. ~ >"0 and rp E L~;l'

Similar conclusions are valid on Lp.

Proof This follows by duality as in [BER], page 182. o
Corollary 4.8 Adopt the hypotheses of Theorem 4.6.

If Cij, Ci, ci E CV' for some v E (0,1) and Co E Loo then L~;l = D((>..I + H)1/2) for
all large >.. > °and for each p E (1, (0). More generally, L~;'Y = D((>..I + H)'Y/2) for all
, E [-1,1] and all large>.. > 0. Hence (>"1 + H)-a/2 L~;'Y ~ L~;a-'Y for all, E [-1,1L
a E [-1 +,,1 +,] and all large >.. > 0.

Similar conclusions are valid on the Lp-spaces.

Proof The first statement follows from combination of Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 4.7.
The second statement follows by the complex interpolation argument discussed prior to
Theorem 4.4. The third statement is a straightforward consequence. 0
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By definition of the quadratic form operator one immediately concludes that the opera
tors A(.U + H)-l A j are bounded on L2 , even if all the coefficients are merely measurable.
Now we prove bounds on A i ( AI+Ht1 Aj on Lp for Holder continuous principal coefficients.
In Taylor [Tay], Theorem 2.2.H, it was established, for pure second-order strongly elliptic
operators in divergence form on R d, that

d

IIAi(AI + H)-l AN'lIp ::; C L il(AI + Ht1 AkeplILq;CT + C Ilepllp
k=l

if 1 < q < p < 00, Cij E CI/(Rd) and a > 1 - v, using the machinery of pseudo-differential
operators. The next theorem improves these bounds.

Theorem 4.9 Let H be a subelliptic elliptic operator in divergence form (1). Suppose

either H is strongly elliptic

or G is stratified and aI, ... ,ad' is a basis for 111
in the stratification (gm)mE{l,...,r} of g.

If Cij E CI/', where v E (0,1), and Ci, <, Co E Loo then

for all p E (1,00) and large A.
Moreover, for all M, fl > 0 and p E (1,00) there exist Ao, a > 0 and such that

II(AI + Ht11IL~;_1-+L~;1 ::; a ,

II(AI+H)-lllL' -+L ::;aA-1
/
2 and II(AI+Ht1 1IL-+L' ::;aA-1

/
2

p;-l p P p;l

uniformly for all A 2: Ao and H E £div(v, 0, 0, 0, fl, M).
Similar statements are valid on the Lp-spaces.

Proof Let Ho = - Lt,~=l AicijAj+col. It follows from Theorem 4.6 and duality that the
operators A(AI +Hot 1

/
2 and Aj(AI +Hot 1/

2 are bounded on Lp and Lp" respectively,
uniformly for all large A, where l/p + l/p* = 1 and p E (1,00). Therefore there exists a
Ao > 0 such that for all p E (1,00) there exists an ap > °such that

iIAi(AI + Hot 1 A j IIp-+p = IIA(AI + Hot 1
/

2 (Aj(AI + H;t1
/

2 )*lIp-+p ::; ap

uniformly for all A 2: Ao. Moreover, Corollaries 3.8 and 3.9 give the bounds IIAi(AI +
Ho)-ll1p-+p::; a A-1

/ 2 and II(AI +Hot 1 Ajll p-+p ::; a A-1
/
2 for a suitable a> 0, uniformly for

all A 2: Ao and p E [1,00], possibly by increasing Ao.
d'Next let V = Lk=l CiAi. Then

d'

IIV(AI + Hot 1 1lp-+p ::; L IlcklloollAk(AI + Hot 1 l1p-+p ::; a' A-1
/
2

k=l

and similarly IIV(AI + Hot 1 Ajllp-+p ::; a~ uniformly for all A 2: Ao. The value of a' is
independent of p. Therefore, if A 2: Ao V (2a')2 the series

00 n

R(p) = (AI +Hot 1 L (- V(AI + Hot 1
)

n=O
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Rr)rp = R~q)rp

for all rp E LpnLq, each pair p, q E (1, (0) and all appropriately large >.. Now we must argue
that the H(p) are the Lp-versions of Hl , the sectorial operator with coefficients Cij, Ci, Co

defined on L 2 by the form (3). Thus we must establish that

is norm convergent on Lp- But a standard perturbation argument establishes that Rr) =
(>'1 + H(p)t l where H(p) is the Lp-closure of the operator sum Ho + V. Moreover, by
comparison of convergent series

for all rp E L 2 . If hl and ho are the sesquilinear forms defining the operators Hand Ho,
respectively, then it suffices to prove that

>.(7jJ, R~2) rp) + hl (7jJ, R~2) rp) = (7jJ, rp)

for all 7jJ E L~;l and rp E L2. But R~2)rp E (>.1 +Hotl L2 C D(Ho) C L~;l and

00

R~2)rp = 2:(>'1 +Hot l ( - V(>.1 +HO)-lfrp
n=O

in L~;l' So

( 01, (2)) ( (2))A <p,R). rp +hl 7jJ,R). rp

00

= >'(7jJ, R~2)rp) + 2: ho(7jJ, (>.1 +Hotl ( - V(>.1 +Hotlt rp) + (7jJ, V R~2)rp)
n=O

00

= >. 2:(7jJ, (>.1 +Ho)-l ( - V(A1 +HO)-lf rp)
n=O

00

+ 2:(7jJ,Ho(>'1 +Ho)-l ( - V(>.1 +HO)-lf rp)
n=O

00

+ I)7jJ, V(A1 + Hotl ( - V(>.1 + Hotltrp) = (7jJ,rp)
n=O

Therefore (>.1 + Hl t l = R(2).
Next it follows that

00

A(>'1 + Hl)-l = A(>.1 + Hotl 2: ( - V(>.1 + Hotlf
n=O

and
00

IIAi (>'1 + Hl)-lllp->p:::; IIAi (A1 + Ho)-lllp->p 2: (a' A- l
/

2t
n=O

Alternatively,

A(A1+Hd-l Aj = Ai (A1+HotlAj -Ai (>'1+Hotl f (-V(>.1+HO)-l r-lV(>'1+HotlAj

n=l
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and

00

IIA(AI + Hd- lAjllp->p ~ IIAiPI + Hot l Ajllp->p + I: a A-l/Z(a' A-l/Zt-la~
n=l

for some a~ > 0, independent of A whenever A ~ Ao V (2a' )z. Analogously, II(AI +
HI )-1 Aj IIp->p ~ a~ A-l/Z.

By duality one then obtains bounds

and

IIAi(AI +Hn- l Ajllp->p ~ a~

uniformly for all A ~ Ao and p E (1, (0). Therefore by repetition of these arguments
one can add the term V' = - L~~l c~Ak to H; and deduce the required bounds on the
derivatives of (AI + H*t l . These bounds require that a~ A-l/z ~ 1/2, so now Ao depends
on p. Then, by duality, one obtains the bounds on (AI + Htl . The uniformity of the
constants for all H E £div(v, 0, 0, 0, Jl, M) follows from the proof. 0

5 Operators with Loo·n-coefficients, n E N,

In this section we consider strongly elliptic operators in non-divergence form (4),

d d

H = - I: Cij AiAj + 2: Ci Ai + Co I ,
i,j=l i=l

with coefficients Cij E Loo;l and Ci, Co E Loo and again examine differentiability and smooth
ness of the corresponding kernels. Since the operators are no longer expressed in a sym
metric form one would expect an imbalance between the differentiability properties of the
kernel with respect to the first and second variable. For example, the kernel should be
less smooth with respect to the second variable than in the earlier case of divergence form
operators. What is less evident is that the kernel is even smoother with respect to the
first variable. There is an improvement of regularity by two derivatives and not just one
as before.

For Nz E N, NI, No E No, Vz, VI, Vo E [0,1), Jl > 0 and M > 0 such that Nz + Vz ~
Nl + VI ~ No + Vo let £llOlldiv(Nz + Vz, Nl + VI, No + Vo, Jl, M) be the set of all second
order strongly elliptic operators of the form (4) such that Cij E Loo ;N2 , IICijilooiN2 ~ M, the
ellipticity constant Jlc ~ Jl and if Vz > 0 then IllAO<CijlllcV ~ M for all a E JN2 (d) and
similar conditions on the Ci and co. Since Cij E Loo;l each operator in non-divergence form
can be written as an operator in divergence form without the terms with c~. Explicitly,

£llOlldiv(Nz + Vz, Nl + VI, No + Vo, Jl, M)

C £diV(Nz + Vz, (Nl + VI) /\ (Nz + Vz - 1), P, No + Vo, Jl, (d + l)M) (36)
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for all P ~ O. Moreover, if N{ E N and v~ E [0,1) then

£diV(N2+ V2, N I + VI, N~ + v~, No + Vo, j1, M)

C £nondiv(N2 + V2, (NI + VI) 1\ (N~ + v~) 1\ (N2+ V2 - 1), (No + vo) 1\ (N~ + v~ - 1),

j1,(d+2)M). (37)

Similarly,

{H* : H E £nondiv(N2 + V2, N I + VI, No + Vo, j1, M)}

C £diV(N2+ V2, P, (NI + VI) 1\ (N2+ V2 - 1), No + Vo, j1, (d + l)M) (38)

for all P ~ O.

Proposition 5.1 Let H be a strongly elliptic operator in non-divergence form (4) with
complex coefficients Cij E Loo;1 and Ci, Co E Loo . If p E (1, (0) then (A] + Ht l Lp ~ Lp;2
for large A.

Moreoverj for all M, j1 > 0 there exists a Ao > 0 such that for all p E (1, (0) there exists
an a > 0 such that

IIAa (>.] +HtIllp-+p ::;; a A-(2-lal}/2 (39)

for all a with lal ::;; 2 uniformly for all A ~ Ao and H E £nondiv(l, 0, 0, j1, M).
Similar statements are valid on the Lp-spaces.

Proof By Corollary 3.8 the bounds (39) for lal = 1 are valid for large A, uniformly for
all p E [1,00].

For the case lal = 2 it suffices to prove the bounds (38) for one particular>., dependent
on p, by the argument at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 4.4. So fix p E (1, (0).
Let

d

H2 = - L AcijAj
i,j=1

Then H = H2+ HI, where

d

HI = L ((A Cij) +Cj) A j + co]
i,j=1

Next let io,jo E {I, ... , d}. Then the operators Aio(A] + H2)-1 A jo are uniformly
bounded for all large A by an application of Theorem 4.9. Moreover,

d

= (A] + H2t IAjo + L c70 i(A] + H2)-1 Ak Cij Aj(A] + H2t I

i,j,k=1

d

+ L (A] + H2t IAi (Ajocij) Aj(A] + H2t I

i,j=1

d

+ L c70 j(A] + H2t IAi Cij Ak(A] + H2 )-1
i,j,k=1
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where cfj are the structure constants of the Lie algebra with respect to the basis aI, ... , ad.

Therefore

d

+ L cjo i (Aio (AI + H2t 1Ak) Cij (Aj(AI + H2t 1)
i,j,k==l

d

+ L (Aio(AI +H2t 1A) (AjoCij) (Aj(AI +H2t 1)
i,j==l

d

+ L cjoj(Aio(AI +H2)-lAi) Cij (Ak(AI +H2t 1)
i,j,k==l

It now follows easily from Theorem 4.9 that the operators AioAjo(AI +H2t 1 are uniformly
bounded on Lp for all large A. Again by Corollary 3.8 one has

for some a > 0 uniformly for all large A and p E [1,00]. Then the perturbation series

00 n

(AI + H)-l = L(AI + H2t 1( - H1(AI + H2t 1)
n==O

converges and

AioAjo(AI + Ht l = f= (AoAjo(AI + H2t 1) ( - H1(AI + H2t
1f

n==O

is a bounded operator on L p • o
Corollary 5.2 Let H be a strongly elliptic operator in non-divergence form (4) with com
plex coefficients Cij, Ci, Co E Loo;n, where n EN.

If p E (1, (0) then
D((AI +H)(n+2l/2) = Lpin+2

for all large AJ with equivalent norms.
Moreover, for all M, j1 > 0 there exists a AD > 0 such that for all p E (1, (0) there exists

an a > 0 such that
IIAa(AI +Ht(n+2)/21Ip.....p :S a A-(n+2-lal)/2

uniformly for all HE enondiV(n,n,n,j1,M), A 2: AD and a E I n+2(d). Also, for all A 2: AD
and p E (1, (0) there exists an a > 0 such that

uniformly for all <p E Lpin+2 and H E enondiv(n, n, n, j1, M).
Similar statements are valid on the Lp-spaces.
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Proof For each n E No introduce the hypothesis P(n) by

for all M, /1 > 0 and p E (1,00) there exist >'0 > 0 and a > 0 such that
(>.1 + H)-(n+2)/2 Lp~ Lp;n+2 and

IIAa(>.I + Ht(n+2)/2I1p.....p:s; a>.-(n+2-lal)/2

uniformly for all >. 2:: >'0, a E I n+2 (d) and HE cnondiV (nV1, n, n, /1, M).

Then Proposition 5.1 states that P(O) is valid. If we can prove that P(n) is valid for all n
then one deduces again from the holomorphic functional calculus that the first part of the
corollary is valid uniformly for all large>., independent of p.

Let n E N and suppose that P(n - 1) is valid. We have to distinguish between even
and odd n.

Case 1. Suppose n = 2m - 1 with mEN.
Let H be a strongly elliptic operator in non-divergence form with n-times differentiable
coefficients. Fix i E {I, ... ,d} then

and
(adH)k(Ai) = L: 9k,a Aa

aE Jk+l(d)

with 9k,Ct E L=. Therefore

II[Ai , (>.1 + H)m](>.I +Htmllp.....p :s; t (:) L: 119k,all=IIACt(>.I +Htkllp.....p
k=1 aEJk+1(d)

:s; at (7) L: 119k,a 11= >.-(k-la\/2) :s; a'
k=1 CtEJk +1 (d)

by the induction hypothesis P(n - 1), uniformly for all large >.. Hence

(40)

A(>.I +Ht(n+2)/2 = A(>.I +Htm(>.I +Ht1/2

= (>.1 +HtmAi(>'I +Ht1/2

+ (>.1 +Htm([(>'1 +H)m, A] (>.1 +Htm) (>.1 +H)-1/2

So for all a E In+l(d) = J2m(d) one has

IIAaAi(>'I + Ht(n+2)/2I1p.....p

:s; II (Aa(>.I +Htm) (Ai(>.I +Ht1/2) IIp.....p

+ II (ACt(>.I +Htm) ([A, (AI + H)m](>.I +H)-m) (>.1 +H)-1/2I1p.....p

:s; a>'-(m-la l/2) +a' >.-(m-la l/2) >. -1/2 :s; a" >. -(n+2-(lal+t))/2
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uniformly for all large '\, by the induction hypothesis P(n - 1). Therefore P(n) is valid if
n is odd, since one always has the bounds /1(,\1 +Ht(n+z)/zllp--+p :=:; a ,\-(n+Z)/Z for large '\.

Case 2. Suppose n = 2m with mEN.
Let H be a strongly elliptic operator in non-divergence form with n-times differentiable
coefficients. Now one has

and
(adH/ (AiA j) = L: gk,OI A 01

OIE Jk+2(d)

where gk,OI E L=. One concludes, again, that II[AiAj , ('\1 +H)m]('\I +H)-(Zm+l)/z/lp--+p is
bounded uniformly for large ,\ by the induction hypothesis. On the other hand,

AAj('\I + Ht(n+z)/z = (AI + HtmAiAj('\I + H)-l

+ ('\1 + H)-m ([('\1 + H)m, AiAj]('\I + H)-(Zm+1)/z) ('\1 + H)-liZ

and, arguing as above, one deduces that P(n) is valid for n even.
Finally we show that Lpin+z ~ D(('\1+H)(n+Z)/Z) for each ,\ ~ '\0. Fix,\ ~ '\0. Suppose

n = 2m is even, with mEN. Then

('\1 +H)(n+Z)/Z = ('\1 +H)m+1 = L: JOI A 01

O!EJn+2(d)

with JOI E L=, and IIJOII/= depends only on M, ,\ and m. Then

11('\1 + H)(n+z)/zcpllp:=:; L: IIJOIII=l/cpllpin+Z
O!EJn+2(d)

The case n = 2m + 1, with m E No is slightly more complicated. By Corollary 4.7
there exists an a > 0, depending only on 11, M and p, such that

for all cp E Lp ;l. Now

(AI + H)(n+1)/z = ('\1 + H)m+1 = L: JOI A OI

OIEJn+1 (d)

with JOI E L=;l' and /lJOIII=;l depends only on M, ,\ and m. Hence one has

11('\1 + H)(n+z)/zcp/ip = 11('\1 + H)l /Z(,\I + H)m+1cpllp :=:; a 11('\1 + H)m+lcpllp;l

:=:; a L: IIJOI AOIcpllp;l :=:; a>.l/cpllp;n+z
OIEJn+1 (d)

for all cp E Lpin+Z and an appropriate a>. > O. IJ

Next we use these bounds to improve heat kernel bounds for semigroups generated by
non-divergence form operators with differentiable coefficients. We need several lemmas.
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Lemma 5.3 For all n E {-1,0,1,2, ...}, p E (1,00) and M,fl > °there exist a,w > °
such that

IIAO!Sfllp_p :S a rlal/zew(l+p2)t

uniformly for all H E Enoncliv(n V 1, n V 0, n V 0, fl, M), a E In+z(d), t > 0, pER and
perturbation functions 'l/J E C~(G) with IIA,6'l/Jiloo :S 1 for all /3 E J(d) with 1 :S 1/31 :S n+2.

Proof The proof is by induction on n. The case n = -1 has been proved in Corollary

3.7.
Let n E No, H E Enoncliv(n,n,n,fl,M) and a E I n+2(d). We may assume that 10'1 =

n + 2. Set Hz = - 'Lf,j=l cijAAj. By Corollary 5.2 there exist a, >'0 > 0, depending only
on M, fl and p, such that

uniformly for all Tf E Lp;n+2' Then for all cp E Lp;n+z one has

Now

d d d d d

Hz = Hp+ p L Cij Ai'l/Jj + p L Cij 'l/Ji Aj + pZ L Cij 'l/Ji 'l/Jj - L Ci Ai - pL Ci 'l/Ji - eol
i,j=l i,j=l i,j=l i=l i=l

where VI, \;2, VJ are differential operators in non-divergence form of order 0, 1 and 1 with

Loo;n coefficients, whose Loojn-norm depend only on M and the IIA,6'l/Jlloo with 1 :S 1/31 :S 2.
So

IIAa Sfcpllp :S aZ>'oIISf'Pllp;n + aZIIHpSfcpllp;n +aZpZ11 VISfcp\lPin

+ aZlplll\;2Sf'Pllpjn +aZIIVJSf'Pllp;n .

We estimate the five contributions separately. First, by the induction hypothesis

Secondly, it follows from Corollary 3.7 and [Rob], Lemma 111.4.4, that

II H SPII A A < a'r1ew(l+p2)t
p t p-p-

for suitable a', w > 0. Hence, by the induction hypothesis,

IIHpSfcpllp;n = IISf/zHpSf/z'Pllp;n :S II Sf/zII Lp-Lp;n IIHpSf/zl\p-pllcpllp

:S a"r(n+z)/zew'(l+p2)tll'Pllp .

Thirdly,
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But A,6V; is a differential operator in non-divergence form of order 1,81 ::; n with Loo 

coefficients, whose Loo-norm depends on M and the IIA'Y1,blloo with 1 ::; 1,1 ::; n + 2. So

p211V;Sf'Pllp;n ::; p2a'Cn/2eW(l+p2)tll'Pllp ::; a"C(n+2)/2ew'(l+p2)tll'Pllp .

Fourthly, for all ,8 E I n(d) the operator A,6V2 is a differential operator in non-divergence

form of order 1,81 +1 ::; n +1 with Loo-coefficients, whose Loo-norm depends on M and the

IIA'Y1,blloo with 1 ::; iii ::; ~ + 2. So

IplllV2Sf'Pllp;n ::; (1 + p2)1/2a'C(n+1)/2ew(l+p2)tll'Pllp ::; a"C(n+2)/2ew'(l+p2)tll'Plip .

The fifth term can be estimated similarly to the fourth. Adding the five contributions
one obtains the required induction step. 0

Proposition 5.4 Let n E Nand H a strongly elliptic operator in non-divergence form (4)
with complex coefficients Cij, Gi, Co E Loo;n.

Then AOiSfL2 C C//(G) n Loo(G) for all a E I n+1(d), t > 0, pER and v E (0,1).
Moreover, for all v E (0,1) and M, Jl > 0 there exist a, W > 0 such that

and
IIIAOISf'Pl IICl/ ::; a r d/4r(10I1+//)/2 eW(l+p2)tll'P112

uniformly for all H E £nondiV(n,n,n,Jl,M), 'P E L2(G), t > 0, pER, a E In+I(d) and
perturbationfunetions 1,b E C;;(G) with IIA,61,blloo ::; 1 for all,8 E J(d) with 1::; 1,81 ::; n+2.

Proof It follows by interpolation from the L2-version of (8) and from (30) in [ElR6] that
for all p E [2, 00] there exist a, W > 0 such that

II SPII, ,< a C2-1d(2-1_p-l)ew(l+p2)t
t 2-+p-

uniformly for all1,b E C;;(G) with IIA1,blloo ::; 1 for all i E {1, ... ,d}. Hence by Lemma 5.3
for each p E [2, (0) there exist a, W > 0 such that

II AOISf'Pllp;l ::; a r2-1d(2-1_p-l)r(lOlI+1)/2eW(l+p2)tll'P112

and
IIAOISf'Pllp ::; a C2-1d(2-1_p-l)C!0I!/2ew(l+p2)tll'P112

uniformly for all 'P E L 2, a E I n+1 (d), t > 0, pER and perturbation functions 1,b E C;;(G)
with IIA,61,blloo ::; 1 for all ,8 E J(d) with 1 ::; 1,81 ::; n + 2.

Next, if p E (d, (0) then there exists a b> 0 such that

11'Plloo ::; t
1- d/P II'Pllp;1 + bt-d/PII'Pllp

uniformly for all 'P E Lp;l and t E (0,1] by inequality (IV.5.25) of [Rob]. Setting t = t1
/

2

one obtains the bounds
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for all a E In+l(d) and t ~ 1, and then, by the semigroup property, for all t > 0 with
increased values of a and w.

Finally, the Holder bounds follow from the Sobolev inequality

Illrplllcv~ c1- v- d/P llrpllp;1 + bpc-v-d/Pllrpllp

for all p > d(l - vt1
. The latter inequality follows as in [Rob], Section IV.5. 0

We can translate the bounds for non-divergence form operators into bounds for diver
gence form operators.

Corollary 5.5 For all n E N, v E (0,1) and M, fJ, > 0 there exist a,w > 0 such that

IIAaSfrplloo ~ a rd/4rlal/zew(l+p2)tllrpI12

and
IllAaSfrplllcv ~ a rd/4r(lal+v)/zew(l+p2)tllrpIl2

uniformly for all HE [diV(n,n-1,n,n-1,fJ"M), rp E L2(G), t> 0, pER, a E In(d) and
perturbation functions 1/J E C::(G) with IIA,61/Jlloo ~ 1 for all /3 E J(d) with 1 ~ 1/31 ~ n+1.

This follows from Proposition 5.4 and (37). IJ
The following is a non-divergence form version of Proposition 3.5. The proof is almost

the same, with minor changes, which we leave to reader.

Proposition 5.6 Fix N, N* E No and v, v* E (0,1). Next, let Nz E N, NI, No E No,
vz, VI, Vo E [0,1), fJ, > 0 and N' EN. Suppose for all M, fJ, > 0 there exist a > 0 and w ~ 0
such that SfC::(G) c LZjN , AaSfC::(G) C CV(G) n Loo(G) for all a E IN(d), where A is
the Lz-derivative} S?C':(G) C LZjN*, A,6S?C':(G) c cV*(G)nLoo(G) for all /3 E IN*(d),

IIAa Sfrplloo ~ a rd/4rlal/zew(l+p2)tllrpI12 ,

IIIAaSfrplllcv~ a r d/4r(la l+v)/zew(l+p2)tllrpI12 ,

IIAI3S?rplloo :S a rd/4rll3l/zew(l+p2)tllrpI12 ,

IIIAI3S?rplllcv* ~ a r d/4r(I,6I+v*)/zew(l+p2)tllrpI12 ,

uniformly for all H E [nondiv(Nz + Vz, N1 + VI, No + Vo, fJ" M), rp E C':(G), a E IN(d'),
/3 E IN·(d'), pER and 1/J E C':(G) with IIA"1/Jlloo ~ 1 for all "( E J(d) with 1 ~ hi :S N'.

Then for all K > 0 and M, fJ, > 0 there exist a, b > 0 and w ~ 0, such that for each
H E [nondiv(Nz +Vz, N1+ VI, No +Vo, fJ" M) the kernel J( of the semigroup S generated by
H is N -times differentiable in the first variable, the derivatives are N* -times differentiable
with respect to the second variable, the derivatives are continuous,

I(AaB,6J(t)(g ; h) I ~ a rd/zr(lal+ll3l)/zewt e-blgh-112t-l

and

I(AaB,6J(t) (k -19 ; I-I h) - (AaB,6J(t) (g ; h) I

< a rd/zr(lal+I,6I)/zewt (( Ikl ) v + ( III ) v*) e-blgh-112t-l

- t1/ Z + Igh-II t1/ Z + Igh-II

uniformly for all a E IN(d), /3 E IN*(d), t > 0, g, h E G and k, lEG such that Ikl + III ~
Kt1/Z+2-1Igh-11·
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Theorem 5.7 Let n E N and let H be a strongly elliptic operator in non-divergence form
(4) with complex coefficients Cij, Ci, Co E Looin ' Then for all K > °and v E (0,1) there exist
a, b > 0 and w ~ 0, such that the kernel J{ of the semigroup S generated by H is (n + 1)
times differentiable in the first variable, the derivatives are (n -1 )-times differentiable with
respect to the second variable, the derivatives are continuous,

and

I(AOi B!3J{t)(k-1g; l-lh) - (AOi B!3J{t)(g; h)1

< a r d/ 2r(1 0i 1+1!31)/2ewt ( Ikl + III ) Ve_blgh-112t-l
- t1/2+ Igh-11

uniformly for all CY E JnH(d), j3 E In-1(d), t > 0, g, h E G and k,l E G such that
Ikl + III :::; K t 1/2+2-1Igh-11·

For all v, K, M and 11 the constants a, band w can be chosen uniformly for all H E
£nondiv(n n n I/. M), "r' .

Proof This follows by a combination of the inclusion (38) with Propositions 3.4, 5.4, 5.6
and Corollary 5.5. 0

6 Operators with Cn+v-coefficients, n EN, 0 < v < 1

In this section we consider strongly elliptic operators in non-divergence form (4) with
coefficients Cij, Ci, Co E Cn+v and again examine differentiability and smoothness of the
corresponding kernels. The aim is to prove that the kernel is again almost (n + 2 + v)
times differentiable in the first variable. Precisely, for all c. E (0, v) we shall prove that the
kernel is (n + 2)-times differentiable and the (n + 2)-nd derivative is Holder continuous of
order v - E in the first variable.

For all kEG introduce the operator

Dk=I-L(k)

on the Lp-spaces with respect to the left-, or right-, Haar measure. Since

L(k) AiL(k-1) = dL(Ad(k)ai) ,

it follows that [Dk' Ai] = -[L(k), Ai] = dL((I - Ad(k))ai) L(k). Moreover, IIL(k)cpllp =
6.(kt1

/ P llcpllp and k 1---+ Ad(k) is a continuous representation of G in the finite-dimensional
space fl. From this it easily follows that for all CY, j3 E J(d), i E {1, ... , d} and p E [1,00]
there exists an a > 0 such that

(42)

uniformly for all cp E LpiIOiI+I!3IH and k E B(1). This is essential in the proof of the next
lemma.
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Lemma 6.1 For all n E N, 1/ E (0,1), p E (1,00) and M,1l > °there exist a,w > Osuch
that

118kA cx Sfllp-+p :S a Ikl ll c(I"'I+1I)/zew(I+ p2)t

uniformly for all H E Enondiv(n + 1/,n + 1/,n + 1/,Il,M), a E In+z(d), k E B(l), t > 0,
pER and perturbation functions 'l/J E C~(G) with IIAI''l/Jlloo :S 1 for all f3 E J(d) with
1 :S 1/31 :S n +2.

Proof Let H E Enondiv(n + 1/, n + 1/, n +1/,11, M). First by Lemma 5.3 and the Lp-version
of (6) one has

118kA"'Sfepllp:S (1 + ~(ktl/P)IIA"'Sfepllp:S cCI"'I/zew(I+
p2)tllepllp

and
118kA'"Sfepllp :S d IkIIIA'"Sfepllpi1 :S C Ikl C(I"'I+l)/zew

(I+
p2)tllepllp ,

for all a E I n+1(d), for some C > 0 which depends only on n, M, 11, IIA"'l/Jlloo with
1 :S 1,1 :S n + 2 and p. Hence, by interpolation,

II Ok A'"Sfepllp :S C Iklll C(I"'I+1I)/zew (I+
p2)tllepllp (43)

for all a E I n +1 (d) and k E B(1).
Next we use the notation of Lemma 5.3, in particular the operators Hz, Hp, Vi, 112 and

lt3 for the proof of the bounds of the lemma if lal = n + 2. Now, however, the operators
Vi, 112 and lt3 are non-divergence form operators with Cn +lI-coefficients of order 0, 1 and
1, respectively.

Let k E B(l), l, m E {I, ... , d}, a E J(d), lal = n, t > 0, pER and ep E Lpin+Z. We
estimate IIOkAZ Am A'"Sfepllp. By Corollary 5.2 there exist a, Ao > 0, depending only on M,
11 and p, such that

1177IIPiZ :S a II(AoI + Hz)77llp

uniformly for all 77 E LpiZ . Therefore,

118kAIAm A"'Sfepllp :S IIA I Am Ok A'"Sfepllp + II [8k, AI Am]AO'Sfepllp

:S all (AoI +Hz)8k AO'Sfepllp + II [8k, AI Am]A'"Sfepllp

:S aAol18kAO'Sfepilp +allHz8kA'"Sfepllp

+ IIA I [Ok, Am]AO'Sfepllp + II [Ok, AdAm AO'Sfepilp

Next,

HzbkAO'Sfep = bkHZAO'Sfep + [Hz, bk]AO'Sfep

= OkAO'HzSfep + bk[Hz, AO']Sfep + [Hz, bk]AO'Sfep

= 8kAO'HpSfep + pZbkA"'ViSfep +Pbk AO'V2Sfep +8kAO'lt3Sfep + 8k[Hz, ACX]Sfep

d d

- I: [Cij, bk]A Aj AO'Sfep + I: Cij[bk, Ai]Aj A cx Sfep
i,j=l i,j=l

d

+ I: cijAi[bk, Aj]ACX Sfep
i,j=l
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So

118kA I Am Ac¥Sf'Pllp ::; aAol18kAc¥Sf'Pllp + IIA I [8k, Am]AC¥Sf'Pllp + II [8k, Az]Am Ac¥Sf'Pllp

+ aI18kAc¥HpSf'Pllp +a p2118kAc¥VlSf'Plip +a IpII18kAc¥ViSf'Pllp

+ aI18kAc¥\t3Sf'Pllp +aI18k[H2, AC¥]Sf'Pllp

d d

+ a L II [Cij, 8k]A Aj Ac¥Sf'Pllp + a L IICij[8k, Ai]Aj Ac¥Sf'Pllp
i,j=l i,j=l

d

+ a L Ilcij Ad8k, Aj]AC¥Sf'Pllp ,
i,j=l

a sum of eleven terms. We give the details of the estimates of four terms, the other are
similar, or follow easily from Lemma 5.3 and (42).

The fourth term can be estimated as follows. By (41) and (43) it follows that

118kA c¥ HpSf 'Pllp ::; 118kA c¥ Sf/2 I/p->p I/HpS f/2'Pllp ::; CIkll/ C(n+2+l/)/2 ew(I+
p2)t 11'Pllp

for a suitable C > O.
The fifth term, p2118kAc¥VlSf'Pllp, can be estimated by a finite sum of terms of the form

p2118kAc¥ T Sf'Pllp, with T E Cn+l/. Then Leibniz' rule together with (5) gives

1

p211 8kAC¥ T Sf'Pllp::; L L p211 8tAfjTllool18k-jA"Sf'Pllp
Ifjl+bl=n j=O

1

< L L p2a Ikljl/ (Ikl Cl/2t(1-j)Cbl/2ew(I+p2)tll'Pllp
Ifjl+bl=n j=O

::; a' llkll/ C(n+l/)/2 eW(I+ p2)tll'Pllp ::; a"Jkr C(n+2+l/)/2 ew'(I+
p2)tll'Pllp ,

where we have used (43).
The sixth term can be estimated by a sum of terms of the form Ip1118kAc¥ T Ai Sf'Pllp,

with T E Cn+l/. By Leibniz' rule one deduces as for the fifth term that

All the other terms can be estimated with a better t singularity. For example, in the
second term one has

IIAI [8k, Am]AC¥Sf'Pllp ::; a IkIIISf'Pllpin+2
::; a'lkl t-(n+2)/2ew(I+ p2)tll'Pllp ::; a"lkll/ C(n+2+l/)/2 ew(I+p2)tll'Plip ,

where we have used (42), Lemma 5.3 and Ikl ::; Ikll/ for k E B(l). We leave the other parts
to the reader. D

Proposition 6.2 Let n E N, 1/ E (0,1) and H a strongly elliptic operator in non
divergence form (4) with complex coefficients Cij, Ci, Co E Cn+l/. Let, E (0,1/). Then
Ac¥SfL2 c C"(G) n L=(G) for all a E I n+2(d), t> 0, pER.
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Moreover, for all M, Il > 0 there exist a,w > 0 such that

(44)

and
IliA'"Sfcplllc'Y S; a r d/4r(I"'!+'Y)/2ew(I+p

2)t IIcpl12
uniformly for all H E £nondiv(n + v, n + v, n + v, Il, M), cp E L 2(G), t > 0, pER,
0: E I n+2 (d) and perturbation functions 't/J E C;:a(G) with IIAIJ't/Jlloo S; 1 for all 13 E J(d)
with 1 S; 1131 S; n + 2.

Proof Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 5.4 it follows that for all 'T E (0,1) and
M, Il > 0 there exist a, W > 0 such that

uniformly for all H E £nondiV(n+v,n+v,n+v,Il,M), cp E L2(G), k E B(1), t > 0, pER,
0: E I n +1 (d) and perturbation functions 't/J E C;:a(G) with IIAIJ't/Jlloo S; 1 for all 13 E J(d)
with 1 S; 1131 S; n + 2. So

11(1 - L(g))(1 - L(k))AaSf'Plloo S; a IglT Iklvrd/4r(lal+v+T)/2ew(I+p2)tllcpI12

S; a SV+T Cd/4C(lal+v+T)/2ew(I+p2)tllcpll2

uniformly for all s E (0,1] and g, k E B(s). As a consequence, using the uniform Lipschitz
spaces in [EIRl] p. 185 and Theorem 3.2 of [EIRl], one then deduces that AaSfcp E

(L oo , L OOi2 )(V+T)/2,OOiK and

(45)

Choosing 'T = 1 +,- v and using the identity (L oo , L OOi2 )(I+'Y)/2,OOiK = (Loo , LOOil)'Y,OOiKil =
CI+'Y, with equivalent norms (see [EIRl], Theorem 2.l.III), it follows that A"'Sfcp E L oo;l
and

IIIAiA'"Sfcpll Ic'Y S; a rd/4r(lal+l+'Y)/2ew(I+p2)t IIcpl12

uniformly for all 0: E I n +1 (d) and i E {1, ... ,d}.
Finally, interpolation (see [EIRl], Proposition 4.3.1) between the bounds (45) and the

first bounds of Proposition 5.4 then gives the bounds (44). 0

This proposition immediately leads to the next theorem.

Theorem 6.3 Let n E N, v E (0,1) and let H be a strongly elliptic operator in non
divergence form (4) with complex coefficients Cij, Ci, Co E C n+v . Then for all K > 0 and
, E (0, v) there exist a, b > 0 and W ;::: 0, such that the kernel f{ of the semigroup S
generated by H is (n + 2)-times differentiable in the first variable, the derivatives are n
times differentiable with respect to the second variable, the derivatives are continuous,
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and

I(Aa B(3K t)(k-1g; 1-lh) - (Aa B(3 Kt)(g; h)1

< a r d/ 2r(la l+I(3I)/2ewt ( Ikl + III ) 'Ye-blgh-112t-l

- t 1/ 2+ Igh- 1 1

uniformly for all Q' E I n+2(d), j3 E In(d), t > 0, g, hE G and k, 1E G such that Ikl + III :S
Kt1

/
2+ 2-1 Igh- 1 1·

Moreover, for all " K, M and /1 the constants a, band w can be chosen uniformly for
all HE Enondiv(n + v, n + v, n + v, /1, M).

Finally we discuss the regularity of the operators (A] +H)O on L2 if all the coefficients
are in Cn+v .

Theorem 6.4 Let n E N, v E (0,1) and let H be a strongly elliptic operator in non
divergence form (4) with complex coefficients Cij, Ci, Co E Cn+v . Then

for all large A, IE (O,v) and p E (1,00), with equivalent norms.
Moreover, for all M, /1 > 0 there exists a Ao > 0 such that for all 1 E (0, v) and

p E (1,00) there exists an a > 0 and for all A 2: Ao and a>. > 0 such that

uniformly for all H E Enondiv(n + v, n + v, n + v, /1, M) and cp E Lpin+2+'Y'
Similar conclusions are valid on the Lp-spaces.

Proof For the upper bounds it suffices to prove the bounds for one A, dependent on p. It
follows from Corollary 5.2 that D((A] + H)(n+2)/2) = Lpin+2, with equivalent norms. So by
interpolation the operators (I +HL)O(A]+Hto are bounded on Lp for all 8 E [0, (n+2)/2].
Moreover, the operator (A] + H)-(n+2) is bounded from Lp into Lpin+2, if A is large enough.
We have to distinguish between even and odd n in the proof. We only prove the case for
odd n, the other case is slightly easier and is left to the reader.

Let mEN be such that n + 1 = 2m. Write (A] + H)m = LaEJ
2m

(d) faAa, with
fa E Cl+v

. For all Q' E J2m (d) there exists by Proposition 2.3.IV a continuous operator
Fa: Lpi1 -+ Lp such that

Facp = [fa, (I + HL)(l+'Y)/2]cp

for all cp E Lpil+'Y" Moreover, by [EIR2], Theorem 3.13, there exists a continuous operator
Da:Lpi2m+'Y -+ Lp such that

for all cp E Lp;2m+l+'Y' Then

('ljJ, (A] + H)m(I +Hd(l+'Y)/2cp) - ('ljJ, (I +HL)(1+'Y)/2(A] + H)mcp)

L ('ljJ,FaAocp) + ('ljJ,faDaCP)
aEJ2m (d)
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for all r.p E Lp;2m+H"Y and 'l/J E Lq. Now H* E £div(n + v, P, n - 1 + v, n + v, 11, (d + l)M)
for all P E [0,00), by (38). So D((>..I +H*)m) c D((>..1 +H*)1/2) = Lq;l by Corollary 4.7.
Therefore

((>..1 + H*)m'l/J, (1 + HL){1+"Y)/2r.p) - ((1 + HL)1/2'l/J, (1 + HLP/2(>..1 + H)mr.p)

= L ('l/J,FaAar.p) + ('l/J,faDar.p) (46)
aEhm(d)

for all r.p E L2m+H"Y and 'l/J E D((>..1 +H*)m). But r.p I---t (1+HLP/2(>..1+H)mr.p is continuous
from Lp;2m+t into Lp (Corollary 5.2) and Lp;2m+H"Y is dense in Lp;2m+l. Hence (46) is valid
for all r.p E Lp;2m+l and 'l/J E D((>..1 +H*)m).

Now let r.p E D((>..1 + H)(n+2+"Y)/2) and 'l/J E Lq;n+2+"Y" Then (1 + Hdm'lj; E Lq and
(>..1 +H*)-m(1 +HL)m'l/J E D((>..1 +H*)m). Moreover, r.p E D((>..1 +H){2m+t)/2) = Lp;2m+l.
Therefore

1((>"1 + HL/ n+2+"Y)/2'l/J, r.p)1

= 1((>"1 +H*)m(>..1 + H*tm(1 + HL)m'l/J, (1 +HL){1+"Y)/2r.p) 1

~ \((1 + HL)1/2(>..1 +H*tm(1 + Hdm'lj;, (1 + Hd"Y/2(>"1 + H)mr.p) 1

+ L 1((>"1 + H*tm(1 + HL)m'l/J, FaAar.p) 1
aEhm(d)

We estimate the contributions of the three types of terms. The first can be bounded by

1((1 +Hd 1/2(>..1 +H*tm(1 + Hdm'l/J, (1 + Hd"Y/2(>..1 + H)mr.p) \

= I('lj;, ((1 +Hdm(>..1 +Htm) ((1 + HL)(H"Y)/2(>"1 + Ht(H"Y)/2) (>"1 + H)(n+2+"Y)/2r.p)!

~ 11'l/Jl/q 11(1 + HL)m(>..1 + Html/p->p .

. 1/(1 + HL){1+"Y)/2(>"1 + Ht(H"Y)/2I/p->pl/(>..1 + H)(n+2+"Y)/2r.pllp

For all ex E J2m (d) one has for the second term

1((>..1 +H*tm(1 + Hdm'lj;, FaAar.p) I
= I( 'lj;, ((1 + Hdm(>..1 + H)-m) (FaAa(>..1 +H)-(2m+l)/2) (>..1 + H)-"Y/2(>"1 + H) (n+2+"Y)/2r.p) I

~ 11'l/Jllq 11(1 + HL)m(>..1 +Html/p->pIIFa\iLp;l->Lp ll(>..1 + Ht(2m+t)/211Lp->Lp;2m+l .

. 11(>"1 + H)-"Y/2IIp->pll (>..1 + H)(n+2+"Y)/2r.pllp .

Finally,

1((>"1 +H*tm(1 + Hdm'l/J,faDar.p)1

= I'lj;, ((1 + Hdm(>..1 +Htm) fa (Da(>"1 + Ht(2m+t)/2) (>"1 + Ht"Y/2(>"1 + H)(n+2+"Y)/2r.p) 1

~ II'l/Jllq 11(1 + HL)m(>"1 +Html/p->pllfallooII DaIILp;2m+l->Lp .

. 11(>"1 + H)-(2m+l)/21ILp->Lp;2m+lll(>..1 +H)-"Y/211p->pll(>"1 +H)(n+2+"Y)/2r.pllp
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Hence
I((AI + HL)(n+2+'Y)/2~, 'P)I :S c11~llqll(AI + H) (n+2+'Y)/2'P lip

for a suitably chosen c > 0 and all 'P E D(((AI + HL)(n+2+'Y)/2)*) = Lp;n+2+T Thus
D((AI + H)(n+2+'Y)/2) ~ Lp;n+2+'Y.

Conversely, by Corollary 5.2 and interpolation, again, there exists an a>. > 0 such
that II (>,1 + H)(n+'Y)/2(1 + HL)-(n+'Y)/2'Pllp :S a>.II'Pllp uniformly for all 'P E Lp. Then by
duality 11(1 + Hd-(n+'Y)/2(AI + H*)(n+'Y)/2~llq :S a>.II~lq uniformly for all ~ E L q. Next let
~ E D((AI + H*)(n+2+'Y)/2) and 'P E Lp;n+2+'Y. Then

I((AI + H*)(n+2+'Y)/2~, 'P) I = 1((1+ HLt(n+'Y)/2(AI + H*/n+'Y)/2~, (1 + HL)(n+'Y)/2H'P) I

:S a>.II~llq IIH'Pllp;n+'Y

by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Since all the coefficients of H belong to Cn+'Y it fol
lows from Proposition 2.3.II that there exist a, a' > 0, depending only on M, such that

IIH'Pllp;n+'Y < asuPCliEh(d) IIACli'Pllp;n+'Y :S a'II'Pllp;n+2+'Y' Combining these estimates then
gIves

I((AI + H*)(n+2+'Y)/2~, 'P) I :S a>. a' 11'Pllp;n+2+'Y II~ Ilq .
So 'P E D(((AI + H*)(n+2+'Y}/2)*) = D((AI + H)(n+2+'Y)/2) and II(AI + H)(n+2+'Y)/2'P <
a>. a' 11'Pllp;n+2+'Y. This completes the proof of the theorem. D

A Singular integration

The standard theory of singular integration, [CoW], Sections IILI and IIL2, is developed
for homogeneous spaces with the doubling property. In particular it does not apply directly
to spaces which only have a local doubling property such as non-unimodular Lie groups
with Haar measure and the metric associated with an algebraic basis. Nevertheless the
arguments underlying the theory can be adapted to the general situation.

Theorem A.I Let X be a space with metric p and Borel measure fl. Assume that for
each bounded set X o C X and M > 0 there exists a Cd > 0 such that

0< fl(B(x;2r)):S Cdfl(B(x;r)) < 00

uniformly for all x E X o and r E (0, M]. Let K, E L2(X x X, dfl 0 dfl) and suppose that
supp K, is bounded in X x X. Define the operator T: L2(X) ---+ L2(X) by

Suppose there exists a Cl > 0 such that

for all 'P E L2(X). Moreover, suppose there exist C2, C3 > 1 such that
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where n(y, Yo) = {x EX: p(x; y) > C2 p(y ;Yo)}. Then there exists a constant A > 0 such
that

JL({x EX: I(Trp)(x)1 > ,}) ~ A,-lllrpih
uniformly for all rp E Ll(X) n L2(X) and, > O. The constant A depends on the constants
ClJ C2 and C3) a suitable doubling constant Cd and the set Y) but is independent of K.

Proof The proof is very similar to the proof in [CoW]' Sections IlL! and IIL2. for
homogeneous spaces which have the doubling property. If there were a measurable set
Y C X such that supp K s:;;; Y X Y and the set Y, with the relative metric and measure,
had the doubling property then one could apply Theorem III.2.4 of [CoW] directly. The
problem, however, is that subsets often fail to have the doubling property, even if X itself
has the doubling property. This depends crucially on the geometric details of the subsets.

In the proof of this theorem one has to make the functions local, and exploit the
localized doubling property, to obtain a Calder6n-Zygmund decomposition, as we show
below with some care.

There exist Xo E X and Ro > 0 such that supp K C B(xo; Ro) x B(xo; Ro). Let Cd > 0
be such that

0< JL(B(x;2r)) ~ cdJL(B(x;r)) < 00

uniformly for all x E B(xo; 6Ro) and r E (0, 24Ro V 2-lC2 Ro].

Theorem A.2 ([CoW] Theorem III.1.2) Let E s:;;; B(xo; 2RoL J c X) and r: J -+

(0, 8Ro]. If E ~ UXEJ B (x ; r(x )) then there exists a sequence xl, X2, ... E J) possibly finite
many) such that the B(Xi; r(xi)) are disjoint and E s:;;; U:l B(Xi; 5r(xi))

Proof This theorem is well known, see also [Ste] Section 1.7. o
Theorem A.3 ([CoW] Theorem III.1.3) Let 0 s:;;; B(xo; 2Ro) be open. Then there
exist Xl, X2, ... E 0 and PI, P2, ... E (0, Ro] such that 0 = U~l B(Xi; Pi)) each point of 0
is in at most c~ balls B(Xi; Pi) and) moreover) B(Xi; 4pi) n (X\O) i- 0 for all i EN.

Proof Apply Theorem A.2 with J = 0 and rex) = 1O-1 p(x,X\O), the distance from
x to X\O. Then set Pi = 5r(xi)' where the Xi are obtained by Theorem A.2. It re
mains to estimate a maximum on the overlap of the balls. Let x E 0 and suppose x E

B(Xi;Pi) = B(Xi;2-l p(Xi,X\O)). Arguing as in [CoW] one deduces that ~p(x,X\O) ~

p(Xi' X\O) ~ 2p(x, X\O) and therefore B(Xi' 10-1 p(Xi' X\O)) c B(x, ~p(x, X\O)). Con
versely, B(x, ~p(x, X\O)) C B(Xi, ~~p(Xi, X\O)). Then by the localized doubling property
one has JL(B(x,~p(x,X\O))) ~ C~JL(B(Xi,lO-lp(Xi,X\O))) and using the disjointness of
the balls B(Xi,lO-lp(x,X\O)) this implies that x is in at most c~ balls B(Xi;Pi). 0

The next lemma with its corollary are the key elements for the localization. We set
C4 = 1 + cd JL(B(xo; Ro))-l.

Lemma AA If y E B(xo; 5Ro) and r E [2-1Ro,4Ro] then JL(B(y; r)) ~ c4"l.

Proof Since B(xo; Ro) c B(y; 12r) one obtains by the localized doubling JL(B(xo; Ro)) ~
JL(B(y; 12r)) ~ Cd JL(B(y; r)). 0
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For <P E L1(X) with supp <P C B(xo; Ro) define the local Hardy-Littlewood function
M<p:X --+ [0,00] by

(M<p)(x) = sup f-l(B(y;r)t 1 r 1<p1
rE(O,4Ro] JB(y;r)
YEB(x;r)

Moreover, define M<p:X --+ [0,00] by

(M<p)(x) = sup f-l(B(x;r)t1 r 1<p1
rE(O,8Ro] JB(x;r)

Corollary A.5 Let <p E L1(X) with sUPP<P C B(xo;Ro). Then

for all x E X\B(xo;2Ro).

Proof We may assume that 11<plh i= °and (M<p)(x) i= 0. Let r E (0,4RoJ, y E B(x;r)
and suppose that IB(y;r) 1<p1 i= 0. Then B(y; r) n B(xo; Ro) i= 0. Since x (j. B(xo; 2Ro) this
implies that r 2: 2-1 Roo Moreover, using again that B(y; r)nB(xo; Ro) i= 0, it follows that
p(y; xo) :::; r + Ro :::; 5Ro and y E B(xo; 5Ro). Then f-l(B(y; r)t1IB(y;r) 1<p1 :::; C4 Ix 1<p1 =
c411<plh by Lemma A.4. So (Mrp)(x) :::; c411<plh. 0

Theorem A.6 ([CoW] Theorem 111.2.1) If<p E L1(X) with sUPP<P C B(xo;Ro) and
a 2: c411<p111 then f-l(EO/) :::; c~ a-111<plh and EO/ C B(xo; 2Ro), where EO/ = {x EX:
(M<p)(x) > a}.

Proof It follows from Corollary A.5 that EO/ C B(xo; 2Ro).
Next, if x E B(xo; 2Ro), r E (0,4Ro] and y E B(x; r) then B(y; r) C B(x; 2r) and

f-l(B(x;2r)):::; f-l(B(y;3r)):::; c~f-l(B(y;r)). So

f-l(B(y;r)t 1 r 1<p1:::; c~f-l(B(x;2r)t1 r 1<p1:::; cHM<p)(x)
JB(y;r) JB (x;2r)

and (M<p)(x):::; c~(M<p)(x) for all x E B(Xoi2Ro). Therefore

EO/ C {x E B(xo; 2Ro) : (M<p)(x) > C;Z2 a }

If x E EO/ then there exists an rex) E (0,8RoJ such that f-l(B(x;r(x))t 1IB(x;r(x))I<P1 >
C;Z2 a . Apply Theorem A.2 with J = E = EO/. Then 1I<plh 2: E~l fB(xi;r(xi)) 1<p1 2:
E~l C;Z2 a f-l(B(Xi; r(xi))) 2: E~l C;Z5 a f-l(B(Xi; 5r(xi))) 2: c;Z5a f-l(EO/). 0

Theorem A.7 ([CoW] Theorem 111.2.2 and Corollary 111.2.3) If <p E L1(X) with
sUPP<P C B(xo;Ro) and a 2: c411<plh then there exists a sequence X1,X2,··· E B(xo;2Ro),
possibly finite many, and PI, P2, . .. E (0, Ro] such that

I. 1<p(x)l:::; a for almost every x EX\U~l B(XiiPi),

II. f-l(B(Xi; Pi))-l fB(Xi;P;) 1<p1 :::; c~a for all i E N,

III. E~l f-l(B(Xi; Pi)) :::; c~oa-111<plh,
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IV. each point of X is in at most c~ balls B(Xi;Pi).

Moreover, there exist 'I/;,T1,T2, ... E LI(X) such that

V. c.p = 'I/; +E~I Ti,

VI. I'I/;(x) I ::; c~ a,

VII. 11'1/; lit ::; (1 + c~) 11c.p11I,
VIII.supp Ti ~ B(Xi; Pi) for all i E N,

IX. f Ti = 0 for all i EN,

X. E~I Ihllt ::; 2c~ 11c.p11t·

Proof Set () = EOI = {x EX: (Mc.p)(x) > a} and apply Theorem A.3. Then I
follows from the Lebesgue differentiation theorem. For the proof of II, let i EN. Then
B(Xi, ;4pi) n (X\EOI ) i- 0, so there exists a Yi E B(Xi,; 4pi) n (X\EOI ). Then p(Xi ;Yi) <
4Pi ::; 4Ro and (Mc.p)(Yi) ::; a. Therefore

The other statements follow as in [CoW]. o
Proof of Theorem A.I Let c.po E LI(X)nL2(X). Set c.p = c.po·1 B (xojRo)' Then Tc.po = Tc.p.
If we can show that Il({x EX: I(Tc.p)(x)1 > 1})::; A1-111c.p11t for a suitable A, uniformly
for all a > 0, then

and we have proved the theorem.
Let a > O. If a < c411c.p11t then Il({x EX: I(Tc.p)(x)1 > 1}) ::; Il(B(xo;Ro)) ::;

c41l(B(xo; Ro)) a-Illc.pllt since supp Tc.p ~ B(xo; Ro).
So we may assume that a ~ c411allt. Now one can use Theorem A.7 and argue as

in the proof of Theorem III.2.4 of [CoW]. There is only one small step that needs care.
It is in the estimates of the measure of the set FOI of all x E U~I B(Xi; C2 Pi) for which
I(Tc.p)(x)1 ~ 2-l a. Let n E No be such that 2n ::; C2 ::; 2n+l. Then the localized doubling
property gives Il(B(Xi; C2 Pi)) ::; C~+IIl(B(Xi; pi))' So by Theorem A.7.II1 one deduces that
Il(FOI ) ::; Il(U~1 B(Xi; C2 Pi)) ::; c~+lIl(U~1 B(Xi; Pi)) ::; c~+l1 a-I 11c.p11t. Since n depends
only on C2 one obtains the required uniform bounds. 0
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